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Abstract
Let Γg be the fundamental group of a closed connected orientable surface of genus g ≥ 2. We
develop a new method for integrating over the representation space Xg,n = Hom(Γg, Sn) where
Sn is the symmetric group of permutations of {1, . . . , n}. Equivalently, this is the space of all
vertex-labeled, n-sheeted covering spaces of the the closed surface of genus g.
Given φ ∈ Xg,n and γ ∈ Γg, we let fixγ(φ) be the number of fixed points of the permutation
φ(γ). The function fixγ is a special case of a natural family of functions on Xg,n called Wilson
loops. Our new methodology leads to an asymptotic formula, as n→∞, for the expectation of
fixγ with respect to the uniform probability measure on Xg,n, which is denoted by Eg,n[fixγ ]. We
prove that if γ ∈ Γg is not the identity, and q is maximal such that γ is a qth power in Γg, then
Eg,n[fixγ ] = d(q) +O(n−1)
as n→∞, where d (q) is the number of divisors of q. Even the weaker corollary that Eg,n[fixγ ] =
o(n) as n → ∞ is a new result of this paper. We also prove that if γ is not the identity then
Eg,n[fixγ ] can be approximated to any order O(n−M ) by a polynomial in n−1.
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1 Introduction
Let g ≥ 2 and let Σg be a closed orientable topological surface of genus g. We fix a base point
o ∈ Σg and let
Γg
def
= pi1 (Σg, o) ∼= 〈a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg | [a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg]〉
be the fundamental group of Σg. In this paper, we address the problem of integration over the
representation space
Xg,n
def
= Hom (Γg, Sn)
where Sn is the symmetric group of permutations of {1, . . . , n}. We write µ = µg,n for the uniform
probability measure on Xg,n and for any function f on Xg,n we let Eg,n[f ] denote the expected value
of f w.r.t. µ. From another point of view, the pair (Xg,n, µg,n) can be viewed as a space of random
degree-n covering maps of Σg. Indeed, for every not-necessarily-connected degree-n covering map
p : X  Σg,
we may identify the fiber p−1 (o) with {1, . . . , n}, and the monodromy action of pi1 (Σg, o) on the
fiber then gives rise to a homomorphism φ ∈ Hom(Γg, Sn). This gives a one-to-one correspon-
dence between Xg,n and degree-n covering maps with p−1 (o) = {1, . . . , n}. This correspondence is
discussed in more detail in §§3.1.
The functions on Xg,n that we wish to integrate are natural functions that arise from loops in
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Σg. Given an element γ ∈ Γg and a character χ of Sn, we let
χγ(φ)
def
= χ(φ(γ)), χγ : Xg,n → R.
These functions are called Wilson loops in the physics literature [Lab13, Def. 6.4.1].
Expected number of fixed points
One natural character of Sn that we will focus on is the trace of a permutation in its representation
as a 0 − 1 matrix. This is the same as the number of fixed points of the permutation. We write
fix : Sn → Z for this character. Namely, Eg,n [fixγ ] is the average number of fixed points in φ (γ)
where φ : Γg → Sn is uniformly random, also equal to the expected number of lifts of the loop
representing γ in pi1 (Σg, o) to a random degree-n cover.
Our main results are the following two theorems.
Theorem 1.1. Fix g ≥ 2 and γ ∈ Γg. Then there is an infinite sequence of rational numbers
a−1(γ), a0(γ), a1(γ), a2(γ), . . .
such that for any M ∈ N, as n→∞,
Eg,n [fixγ ] = a−1 (γ)n+ a0 (γ) +
a1 (γ)
n
+ . . .
aM−1 (γ)
nM−1
+O
(
1
nM
)
. (1.1)
Theorem 1.2. If γ ∈ Γg is not the identity then, as n→∞,
Eg,n[fixγ ] = O(1).
In fact, if q ∈ N is maximal such that γ = γ q0 for some γ0 ∈ Γ, then, as n→∞,
Eg,n[fixγ ] = d(q) +O(n−1),
where d(q) is the number of divisors function. In other words, a−1(γ) = 0 and a0(γ) = d(q).
Given a finite group G, the number of homomorphisms Γg → G is related to the Witten zeta
function of G,
ζG (s)
def
=
∑
χ∈IrrG
χ (1)−s ,
the summation being over the isomorphism classes of irreducible complex representations of G.
These functions were introduced by Zagier [Zag94] after Witten’s work in [Wit91]. The connection
is given by
|Hom (Γg, G)| = |G|2g−1 ζG (2g − 2) . (1.2)
This result goes back to Hurwitz [Hur02], who gave a more general formula for arbitrary Fuchsian
groups (a proof in English is given in [LS04, Prop. 3.2]). It is also sometimes called ‘Mednykh’s
formula’ in the literature after [Med78]. For the case G = Sn, the zeta function ζ
Sn was studied in
[Lul96, MP02, LS04, Gam06]. Inter alia, these works show that for every s > 0,
ζSn (s) →
n→∞ 2.
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Moreover, their results yield an asymptotic expansion in n which approximates ζSn (s) as n → ∞,
in a similar manner to the one in Theorem 1.1. As such, their results can be thought of as the
special case of γ = 1 of a version of Theorem 1.1. We elaborate more in §§4.1.
Common fixed points of subgroups
Our proof also yields the following more general result that concerns not only elements of Γg but
also f.g. (finitely generated) subgroups. We write J ≤f.g. Γg to denote a f.g. subgroup J of Γg.
Given J ≤f.g. Γg and φ ∈ Xg,n, we let fixJ (φ) denote the number of elements in 1, . . . , n that are
fixed by all permutations in φ (J):
fixJ (φ)
def
= |{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} |σ (i) = i for all σ ∈ φ (J)}| .
In particular, fix〈γ〉 = fixγ for all γ ∈ Γg. For J ≤f.g. Γg we let
χmax (J)
def
= max {χ (K) | J ≤ K ≤f.g. Γg} (1.3)
denote the largest Euler characteristic1 of a f.g. subgroup K ≤f.g. Γg which contains J . Note that
χ (Γg) = 2− 2g ≤ χmax (J) ≤ 1 and that χmax (J) ≥ χ (J). It is also true that χmax (J) = 1 if and
only if J = {1}, and χmax (J) ≥ 0 if and only if J is cyclic. In addition, we let
MOG (J)
def
= {K ≤f.g. Γg | J ≤ K and χ (K) = χmax (J)}
denote the set of “maximal overgroups” – f.g. subgroups achieving the maximum from (1.3). This
set is always finite – see Corollary 3.31.
Theorem 1.3. Let J ≤f.g. Γg be a finitely generated subgroup. Then
Eg,n [fixJ ] = |MOG (J)| · nχmax(J) +O
(
nχmax(J)−1
)
.
Theorem 1.3 generalizes Theorem 1.2, as for γ 6= 1, χmax (〈γ〉) = 0 and
MOG (〈γ〉) = { 〈γ m0 〉 | m|q } .
The analog of Theorem 1.1 holds too for f.g. subgroups: there is an infinite sequence of rational
numbers
a−1 (J) , a0 (J) , a1 (J) , . . .
such that for any M ∈ N, as n→∞,
Eg,n [fixJ ] =
M−1∑
i=−1
ai (J)n
−i +O
(
n−M
)
,
and such that a−1 = a0 = . . . = a−χmax(J)−1 = 0 and a−χmax(J) = |MOG (J)|.
The results of this paper are crucial ingredients in a subsequent work [MNP20] which gives new
results on spectral gaps of random covers of a closed surface.
1Every f.g. subgroup K ≤ Γg is either a free group, in which case χ (K) = 1 − rank (K), or a surface group of
genus h ≥ g, in which case χ (K) = 2− 2h.
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1.1 Related works I: Mirzakhani’s integral formulas
In [Mir07], Mirzakhani considered a similar problem to the one in this paper. Instead of integrat-
ing over the finite space Hom(Γg, Sn), Mirzakhani obtained formulas for the integral of geometric
functions over the the moduli spaceMg of complete hyperbolic surfaces of genus g, with respect to
the Weil-Petersson volume form dVolwp.
The geometric functions that Mirzakhani considers are very much like our Wilson loops. Given
any closed curve γ ∈ Σg, for any complete hyperbolic metric J on Σg there is a unique curve isotopic
to γ that is shortest with respect to J , and the length of this curve is called the length of γ, denoted
by `J([γ]). Here [γ] is the isotopy class of γ.
Mirzakhani requires that γ is simple, meaning that it does not intersect itself. This condition
is not present in the current paper and can be viewed as an advantage of our work. To obtain a
function on Mg, given a continuous function f : R+ → R+, Mirzakhani considers the averaged
function
fγ(J)
def
=
∑
[γ′]∈MCG(Σg).[γ]
f(`J([γ
′]))
where MCG(Σg) is the mapping class group of Σg. Because of the averaging over the mapping class
group, fγ descends to a function on Mg. This type of averaging is not necessary in the current
paper because Xg,n = Hom(Γg, Sn) is already finite; here Xg,n is playing the role of the Teichmu¨ller
space and not the moduli space. In [Mir07, Thm. 8.1], Mirzakhani gives a formula for∫
Mg
fγ dVolwp
in terms of integrating f against Weil-Petersson volumes of moduli spaces. The power of this formula
is that in the same paper [Mir07], Mirzakhani gives explicit recursive formulas for the calculations of
Weil-Petersson volumes. For a more detailed discussion of these formulas, the reader should consult
Wright’s survey of Mirzakhani’s work [Wri19, §4].
1.2 Related works II: Free groups
Let Fr denote a free group on r generators. For γ ∈ Fr, the problem of integrating the Wilson loop
fixγ(φ)
def
= fix(φ(γ)), fixγ : Hom(Fr, Sn)→ R
over Hom(Fr, Sn) to calculate
EFr,n[fixγ ] =
∫
Hom(Fr,Sn)
fixγ(φ)dµ(φ)
where µ is the uniform probability measure, is a basic problem that serves as a precursor to that of
the current paper. The presence of a relation between the generators of Γg presents a fundamental
difficulty that is not present for Fr. Indeed, Hom(Fr, Sn) can be identified with S
r
n and hence
techniques for integrating over groups are relevant in a much more direct way than in the present
paper.
Despite being an easier problem, the theory is very rich. It was proved by Nica in [Nic94] that
the analog of Theorem 1.2 holds for EFr,n[fixγ ]. A significantly sharper result was given by Puder
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and Parzanchevski in [PP15] where they proved that if γ ∈ Fr, then as n→∞
EFr,n [fixγ ] = 1 +
c(γ)
npi(γ)−1
+O
(
1
npi(γ)
)
where pi(γ) ∈ {0, . . . , r}∪{∞} is an algebraic invariant of γ called the primitivity rank and c(γ) ∈ N
is explained in terms of the enumeration of special subgroups of Fr determined by γ. Obtaining a
similarly sharp result in the context of Γg is an interesting problem that should be taken up in the
future.
Similar Laurent series expansions for the expected value of χγ on Hom(Fr, G(n)) have been
proved to exist, and studied, whenG(n) is one of the families of compact Lie groups U(n),O(n), Sp(n)
[MP19a, MP19b], when G(n) is a generalized symmetric group [MP20], and when G(n) = GLn(Fq),
where Fq is a fixed finite field [PW]. In all cases χ is taken to be a natural character, for ex-
ample, when G(n) = U(n), χ is the trace of the matrix in the group. Moreover, for G(n) =
U(n),O(n), Sp(n) and χ is the trace, all the coefficients of the Laurent series are understood
[MP19a, MP19b].
The question of extending the results of the current paper to Hom(Γg,U(n)), for example, is a
fundamental question that we hope to take up in the future. In this case, instead of the uniform
measure on Hom(Γg, Sn) that we use here, one should use a natural measure on Hom(Γg,U(n)) that
arises from the Atiyah-Bott-Goldman symplectic form [Gol84, AB83] on (a non-singular part of)
the character variety Hom(Γg,U(n))/U(n).
1.3 Related works III: Non-commutative probability
Theorem 1.2 has a direct consequence in the setting of Voiculescu’s non-commutative probability
theory. Following [VDN92, Def. 2.2.2], a C∗-probability space is a pair (B, τ) where B is a unital
C∗-algebra and τ is a state2 on B. We say that a sequence {(B, τn)}∞n=1 of C∗-probability spaces
converges to (B, τ) if for all elements b ∈ B
lim
n→∞ τn(b) = τ(b).
The functions τn : Γg → R defined by τn(γ) def= n−1Eg,n[fixγ ] extend to states on the full group C∗-
algebra C∗(Γg) of Γg. There is also a unique state τreg on C∗(Γg) that satisfies τreg(g) = 0 for g 6= 1;
we use the subscript reg because the GNS representation of τreg is the left regular representation.
One has the following corollary of Theorem 1.2:
Corollary 1.4. The C∗-probability spaces (C∗(Γg), τn) converge to (C∗(Γg), τreg) as n→∞.
It is reasonable to hope that similar results can be obtained when Γg is replaced by any residually
finite one-relator group (cf. §§1.4). We view Corollary 1.4 as an important first step in this program.
1.4 Related works IV: Residual finiteness
A f.g. discrete group Λ is residually finite if for any non-identity λ ∈ Λ there is a finite index
subgroup H ≤ Λ such that λ /∈ H. The residual finiteness of Γg has been known for a long
time [Bau62, Hem72]. More recently, various quantifications of residual finiteness and the related
property of LERF3 have been proposed by various authors [BR10, LLM19]. Theorem 1.2 and
2A state on a unital C∗ algebra is a positive linear functional such that τ(1) = 1.
3Locally extended residual finiteness.
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Corollary 1.4 are both strengthenings of the residual finiteness of Γg, as we now explain.
Note that residual finiteness of a group Λ is equivalent to, for all e 6= λ ∈ Λ, the existence of
n ∈ N and φ ∈ Hom(Λ, Sn) such that φ(λ) 6= 1. Theorem 1.2 combined with Markov’s inequality
implies the following quantitative version of residual finiteness:
Corollary 1.5. Given a non-identity element e 6= γ ∈ Γg, for large enough n,
|{φ ∈ Hom(Γg, Sn) : φ(γ) 6= 1}|
|Hom(Γg, Sn)| ≥ 1−
d (q)
n
−O
(
1
n2
)
, (1.4)
where q and d (q) are as in Theorem 1.2, and the implied constant in the big-O term depends on γ.
In fact, the techniques of this paper can be used to show that, for example, for every m ∈
N, the expected value of fix mγ is of the form c (q) + O
(
n−1
)
, where q is as in Theorem 1.2 and
c (q) is a positive integer. This would yield a probability bound similar to (1.4) but of the form
1− c(q)nm +O
(
n−m−1
)
.
1.5 Structure of the proofs and the issues that arise
The reader of the paper is advised to first read this §1.5, and then §5, where all the ideas of the
paper are brought together to give concise proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, before reading the
other sections.
There are two main ideas of the paper, that we will discuss momentarily. Here we give a ‘high-
level’ account of the strategy of proving our main theorems. At times we oversimplify definitions
to be more instructive.
Let us fix g = 2, and discuss only Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The extension of these results from
cyclic groups to more general finitely generated subgroups is along the same lines. So fix γ ∈ Γ.
Firstly, we view Xn = X2,n as a space of random coverings of a fixed genus 2 surface Σ. By
fixing an octagonal fundamental domain of Σ, each covering of Σ is tiled by octagons. This leads
us to the notion of a tiled surface, defined precisely in Definition 3.2. A tiled surface involves not
just a tiling, but a labeling of the edges of the tiling by generators of the fundamental group of Σ.
Hence all the main theorems can be reinterpreted in terms of random tiled surfaces that are called
Xφ for φ ∈ Xn.
The first observation is that the expected number of fixed points of γ under φ ∈ Xn, denoted
En[fixγ ], is the expected number of times that we see a fixed annulus A, specified by γ, immersed
in the random tiled surface Xφ. However, this annulus need not be embedded. On the other hand,
it is possible to produce a finite collection R of tiled surfaces, each of which has an immersed copy
of A, such that
En[fixγ ] =
∑
Y ∈R
Eembn (Y ). (1.5)
where Eembn (Y ) is the expected number of times that Y is embedded in the random Xφ.
We formalize types of collections R that have the above property in Definition 3.23; we call
them resolutions (of A). Of course, there is a great deal of flexibility in how R is chosen; we will
come back to this point shortly. The benefit to having (1.5) brings us to the first main idea of the
paper:
We have a new method of calculating Eembn (Y ), using the representation theory of symmetric
groups Sn and more specifically, the approach to the representation theory of Sn developed by Vershik
and Okounkov in [VO04].
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This methodology is developed in §4. The necessary background on representation theory,
together with some purely representation theoretic results needed for §4, are given in §2. The
reader may be interested to see that Theorem 1.1 has, at its source, Proposition 2.9. See also the
overview of Section 4 in Section 4.1.
This new methodology to calculate Eembn (Y ) is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1. However, in the
proof of Theorem 1.2, a critical issue now intervenes. We expect, based on experience with similar
projects (e.g. [PP15, MP19a]) that
Eembn (Y ) ≈ nχ(Y ) (1.6)
as n→∞. However, this cannot always be the case. For example, if, roughly speaking, it is possible
to glue some octagons to Y to increase the Euler characteristic, forming Y ′, then the observation
that Eembn (Y ) ≥ Eembn (Y ′) breaks (1.6). Then it is not unsurprising that the bounds we obtain for
Eembn (Y ) do not always agree with (1.6).
On the other hand, if Y has special properties that we call boundary reduced and strongly
boundary reduced, then we can get appropriate bounds on Eembn (Y ). We give the precise definitions
of these properties in Definitions 3.7 and 3.8. They involve forbidding certain constellations from
appearing in the boundary of Y . Even though these constellations are dictated by representation
theory, forbidding them remarkably relates to natural geometric properties of Y . For example, if Y
is not boundary reduced, then it is possible to add octagons to Y to decrease the number of edges
in its boundary. To give some more intuition, being boundary reduced can be viewed as a discrete
analog of a hyperbolic surface having geodesic boundary. This means that these properties are
closely related with the problem of finding shortest representatives (with respect to word length) of
elements of Γg, that is addressed by Dehn’s algorithm [Deh12].
If Y is boundary reduced, then we can prove (Theorem 4.12 and Proposition 4.27)
Eembn (Y ) = O
(
nχ(Y )
)
,
and if Y is strongly boundary reduced, we can prove (Theorem 4.12 and Proposition 4.28)
Eembn (Y ) = nχ(Y )
(
1 +O
(
n−1
))
(see, again, Section 4.1 for a more detailed overview). Therefore, to prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to
produce resolutions of the annulus A where we can control which elements are (strongly) boundary
reduced, control their Euler characteristics, and count the number of elements with maximal Euler
characteristic. The design of these resolutions is the second main theme of the paper.
For any tiled surface Z, we describe algorithms to produce finite resolutions of Z with careful
control on their properties as above.
This is the main topic of §3. The algorithms we use we call the boundary reduction algorithm
and strong boundary reduction algorithm. Precisely defining the annulus A that should be used
as input, as well as its generalization for non-cyclic subgroups J ≤ Γ, and counting the outputs
of our algorithms, requires introducing the concept of a core surface of a subgroup J ≤ Γ. For
example, above, A should be taken to be the core surface of 〈γ〉. The theory of core surfaces that
we develop here in §§3.5 is analogous to that of Stallings’ core graphs for subgroups of free groups
due to Stallings [Sta83]. Thus §3 has the flavor of combinatorial topology and we hope that the
results therein may be of independent interest.
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1.6 Notation
Write N for the natural numbers 1, 2, . . .. For n ∈ N we use the notation [n] for the set {1, . . . , n}.
For m ≤ n, m,n ∈ N we write [m,n] for the set {m,m + 1, . . . , n}. If A and B are sets we write
A\B for the elements of A that are not in B. We write (n)` for the Pochhammer symbol
(n)`
def
= n(n− 1) . . . (n− `+ 1).
If V is a vector space we write End(V ) for the linear endomorphisms of V . If V is a unitary
representation of some group we write Vˇ for the dual representation. If P1, . . . , Pk are a series of
expressions we write 1{P1,...,Pk} for a value which is 1 if all the statements Pi are true and 0 else. If
V is a vector space we write IdV for the identity operator on that space. All integrals over finite
sets are with respect to the uniform probability measure on the set. If X is a CW-complex we write
X(i) for its i-skeleton. If we use the symbol ± more than once in the same expression or equation,
we mean that the same sign is chosen each time. If implied constants in big-O notation depend
on other constants, we indicate this by adding the constants as a subscript to the O, for example,
Oε(f(n)) means the implied constant depends on ε. We use Vinogradov notation f(n)  g(n) to
mean that there are constants n0 ≥ 0 and C0 > 0 such that for n > n0, |f(n)| ≤ C0g(n). We add
subscripts to indicate dependence of the implied constants on other quantities or objects. If a, b are
elements of the same group, we write [a, b]
def
= aba−1b−1 for their commutator.
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2 Representation theory of the symmetric group
Let Sn be the group of permutations of the set [n]
def
= {1, . . . , n}. In this section we give background
on the complex representation theory of Sn that will be used in the sequel. We follow the Vershik-
Okounkov approach to the representation theory of Sn developed in [VO04].
2.1 Young diagrams
A partition is a sequence λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λ`) with each λi ∈ N and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ`. If∑
λi = n we write this as λ ` n. Such partitions are in one-to-one correspondence with Young
diagrams. A Young diagram (YD) consists of a collection of left-aligned rows of identical square
boxes, where the number of boxes in each row is non-increasing from top to bottom. Given a
partition λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λ`), the corresponding Young diagram has ` rows and λi boxes in the i
th
row, where i increases from top to bottom. We think of partitions as Young diagrams, and vice
versa, freely throughout the sequel. If λ and µ are two Young diagrams we say µ ⊂ λ if every box
of µ is a box of λ. We say µ ⊂k λ if µ ⊂ λ and µ and λ differ by k boxes.
A skew Young diagram (SYD) is formally a pair of Young diagrams µ and λ with µ ⊂ λ, and is
denoted by λ/µ. We also think of λ/µ as a diagram consisting of the boxes of λ that are not in µ.
We can think of a Young diagram λ also as a skew diagram λ = λ/∅ where ∅ is the empty diagram
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with no boxes. Therefore statements that we make about skew Young diagrams apply in this way
also to Young diagrams.
The size |λ/µ| of a SYD λ/µ is the number of boxes that it contains, or ∑λi −∑µi. If  is
a particular box appearing in a SYD we let i() be the row number (starting at 1, counting from
top to bottom) of the box and j() the column number (starting at 1, counting from left to right)
of the box. The content of a box  in a SYD is
c() def= j()− i().
If 1 and 2 are two boxes in a SYD we let
ax(1,2) def= c(1)− c(2),
this is called the axial distance between 1 and 2.
If λ is a YD, we write λˇ for the YD obtained from λ by swapping rows and columns, namely,
by transposing. This λˇ is called the conjugate of λ.
2.2 Young tableaux
Let λ/µ be a SYD with λ ` n and µ ` m. A standard Young tableau of shape λ/µ is a filling of the
boxes of λ/µ with the numbers m+ 1, . . . , n such that
• each number appears in exactly one box of λ/µ, and
• the numbers in the boxes are strictly increasing from left to right and from top to bottom.
In the sequel, we will refer to standard Young tableaux simply as tableaux. For λ/µ a SYD, we
write Tab(λ/µ) for the collection of tableaux of shape λ/µ. If λ ` n, T ∈ Tab(λ) and m ∈ [n], we
write µm (T ) for the Young diagram obtained by deleting the boxes containing m+1, . . . , n from T ,
so µm (T ) ` m. We also write T |≤m∈ Tab (µm (T )) for the tableau formed by the numbers-in-boxes
of T that are ≤ m, and T |>m for the tableau formed by the numbers-in-boxes of T that are > m.
In general the shape of T |>m will be a SYD. If T is a tableau of shape λ/µ where λ ` n and µ ` m,
and m < i ≤ n, we write i T for the box containing i in T .
If λ ` n and µ ⊂ λ then we have a concatenation between Tab(µ) and Tab(λ/µ): if T ∈ Tab(µ)
and R ∈ Tab(λ/µ), let T unionsqR be the tableau obtained by adjoining R to T .
2.3 Representations of symmetric groups
The irreducible unitary representations of Sn are parameterized, up to unitary equivalence, by
Young diagrams of size n. This correspondence between Young diagrams and representations is
denoted by
λ 7→ V λ.
Each V λ is a finite dimensional complex vector space with a unitary action of Sn and is also a
module for the group algebra C[Sn]. Let dλ
def
= dimV λ. It is known that dλ = |Tab (λ)|.
We now follow Vershik-Okounkov [VO04]. The natural ordering of [n] induces a filtration
S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sn−1 ⊂ Sn
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of Sn, where Sm is the subgroup of Sn fixing each of the numbers in [m+ 1, n]. If W is any unitary
representation of Sn, for m ∈ [n] and µ a YD of size m, we write Wµ for the linear span in W of
all elements in the image of HomSm(V
µ,W ). In other words, Wµ is the span of copies of V
µ in the
restriction of W to Sm. This Wµ is called the µ-isotypic subspace of W .
Vershik and Okounkov describe a specific orthonormal basis of V λ, called a Gelfand-Tsetlin
basis, that will be useful to us here. The basis is indexed by T ∈ Tab(λ); each such T gives a basis
vector vT . The vectors vT can be characterized up to multiplication by complex scalars of modulus
1 in the following way. The intersection of subspaces(
V λ
)
µ1(T )
∩
(
V λ
)
µ2(T )
∩ · · · ∩
(
V λ
)
µn−1(T )
is one-dimensional and contains the unit vector vT [VO04, §1]. One important corollary of this
is that if µ ` m ∈ [n], then (V λ)
µ
6= {0} if and only if µ ⊂ λ. Also note that if µ1, µ2 ⊂ λ,
µ1, µ2 ` m ∈ [n], and µ1 6= µ2 then
(
V λ
)
µ1
is orthogonal to
(
V λ
)
µ2
.
More generally, if λ/µ is a SYD with λ ` n and µ ` m then there is a skew module V λ/µ that
is a unitary representation of S′n−m where we write S′n−m for the copy of Sn−m in Sn that fixes the
elements [m]. Formally,
V λ/µ
def
= HomSm
(
V µ, V λ
)
where the action of S′n−m is by left multiplication: for ϕ ∈ HomSm
(
V µ, V λ
)
, τ ∈ S′n−m and v ∈ V µ,
(τ.ϕ) (v)
def
= τ. (ϕ (v)). This action preserves V λ/µ as S′n−m is in the centralizer of Sm in C[Sn].
We write dλ/µ for the dimension of V
λ/µ. Since dλ/µ is the multiplicity of V
µ in the restriction of
V λ to Sm, by Frobenius reciprocity, it is also the multiplicity of V
λ in the induced representation
IndSnSmV
µ. By calculating the dimension of IndSnSmV
µ in two ways, we obtain the following result
that will be useful later.
Lemma 2.1. Let n ∈ N, m ∈ [n] and µ ` m. Then,
∑
λ`n : µ⊂λ
dλ/µdλ =
n!
m!
dµ.
The module V λ/µ has an orthonormal basis wT indexed by T ∈ Tab(λ/µ) [VO04, Section 7].
One also has the following property that we will use later [CSST10, eq. (3.65)].
Lemma 2.2. Let n ∈ N, m ∈ [n], λ ` n and µ ` m and assume that µ ⊂ λ. Then the map
vT ⊗ wR 7→ vTunionsqR, T ∈ Tab(µ), R ∈ Tab(λ/µ)
linearly extends to an isomorphism of unitary
(
Sm × S′n−m
)
-representations V µ ⊗ V λ/µ ∼= (V λ)µ.
There is also an explicit formula for the action of S′n−m on V λ/µ. A full exposition of this formula
can be found in [VO04, §6]. Recall that S′n−m is generated by the Coxeter generators
si
def
= (i i+ 1)
for m < i < n, where (i i+ 1) is our notation for a transposition switching i and i+ 1. Therefore
it is sufficient to describe how the si act on V
λ/µ. Say that T is admissible for si if the boxes
containing i and i+ 1 in T are neither in the same row nor the same column.
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For T ∈ Tab(λ/µ) let
siT =
{
T if T is not admissible for si
T ′ if T is admissible for si,
where T ′ is the tableaux obtained from T by swapping i and i + 1. The admissibility condition
ensures T ′ is a valid standard Young tableau. Then one has Young’s orthogonal form
siwT =
1
ax( i+ 1
T
, i T )
wT +
√
1− 1
ax( i+ 1
T
, i T )
2
wsiT . (2.1)
Note that as a special case of this formula, if T is not admissible for si, then ax( i+ 1 T , i T ) = ±1
and
siwT =
1
ax( i+ 1
T
, i T )
wT =
{
wT if i and i+ 1 are in the same row,
−wT if i and i+ 1 are in the same column.
(2.2)
Remark 2.3. For completeness of some of our statements, we need to define the notions above also
for S0, the symmetric group of the empty set. This is the trivial group. Whenever µ = λ, we have
Tab (λ/µ) = {∅}, and the representation V λ/µ is one-dimensional with basis wT , for T the empty
tableau.
2.4 Commutants
Recall that if V is a finite-dimensional vector space, and A is a subalgebra of End(V ), then the
commutant of A in End(V ) is the algebra of elements b ∈ End(V ) such that
ba = ab
for all a ∈ A. For m ∈ [n] and λ ` n let Z(λ,m, n) denote the commutant of the image of C[Sm] in
End(V λ). We identify
End(V λ) ∼= V λ ⊗ Vˇ λ (2.3)
and give End(V λ) the Hermitian inner product induced from V λ.
Lemma 2.4. Let m ∈ [n] and λ ` n. The algebra Z(λ,m, n) has an orthonormal basis given byEλµ,R1,R2 def= 1√dµ
∑
T∈Tab(µ)
vTunionsqR1 ⊗ vˇTunionsqR2 : µ ` m, µ ⊂ λ, R1, R2 ∈ Tab(λ/µ)
 . (2.4)
Proof. Let A ⊆ End(V λ) be the algebra generated by the Eλµ,R1,R2 (over all µ) and Aµ ⊆ A be the
algebra generated by the Eλµ,R1,R2 with a fixed value of µ. Suppose that Q ∈ Tab(λ). The formula
for the action of Eλµ,R1,R2 on vQ is
Eλµ,R1,R2 (VQ) = 1 {µm(Q) = µ, Q|>m= R2}
1√
dµ
vQ|≤munionsqR1 . (2.5)
It is clear that the Eλµ,R1,R2 are an orthonormal set of elements in End(V λ). It follows from (2.5)
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that
Eλµ1,R1,R2Eλµ2,R3,R4 = 1 {µ1 = µ2, R3 = R2}
1√
dµ1
Eλµ1,R1,R4 ,
so the Eλµ,R1,R2 are an orthonormal basis for the algebra A, and those with a fixed µ are an or-
thonormal basis for Aµ. Furthermore, we have
A =
⊕
µ⊂λ,µ`m
Aµ.
For µ ` m, let pµ ∈ C[Sm] be the central idempotent projection onto the µ-isotypic component
of C[Sm] and let P
λ
µ be the image of pµ in End(V
λ). The element P λµ is the orthogonal projection
onto
(
V λ
)
µ
, and P λµ is in the center of Z(λ,m, n). Hence for every z ∈ Z(λ,m, n), we can write
z =
⊕
µ`m,µ⊂λ
z(µ)
where z(µ)
def
= P λµ zP
λ
µ . Moreover, if we let Bµ be the algebra generated by the image of C[Sm]
in End(V λµ ), each z
(µ) must be in the commutant B′µ of Bµ in End(V λµ ). On the other hand, if
z =
⊕
µ`m,µ⊂λ z
(µ) and each z(µ) ∈ B′µ then z ∈ Z(λ,m, n). This shows that
Z(λ,m, n) =
⊕
µ`m,µ⊂λ
B′µ. (2.6)
Since V µ is an irreducible module for C[Sm], the algebra generated by C[Sm] in End(V
µ) is
the whole of End(V µ). Hence, under the isomorphism of Lemma 2.2, the algebra Bµ is identified
with End(V µ) ⊗CIdVλ/µ . By a classical theorem, due to Tomita [Tom67] in the generality of von
Neumann algebras4, the commutant of a tensor product is the tensor product of the two commutants.
Therefore, still using the isomorphism of Lemma 2.2, we have
B′µ ∼= CIdV µ ⊗ End(Vλ/µ).
This space is the algebra Aµ, so B′µ = Aµ and
Z(λ,m, n) =
⊕
µ`m,µ⊂λ
B′µ =
⊕
µ`m,µ⊂λ
Aµ = A
as required.
2.5 Bounds for the dimensions of irreducible representations
In this section we give bounds related to the dimensions of irreducible representations that we use
later. We first note a very simple bound for the dimensions of irreducible representations of Sn.
Lemma 2.5. Let λ ` n. Suppose that λ1 = n− b ≥ n2 . Then(
n− b
b
)
≤ dλ ≤ nb.
4This is however easy to prove in the special case here that we use it.
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Proof. The first inequality is given by Liebeck and Shalev in [LS04, Lemma 2.1]. To bound dλ from
above, note that the standard tableaux of shape λ can be obtained by choosing which n−b elements
of [n] are in the first row (of which there are at most
(
n
b
)
choices), and choosing the remaining b
numbers’ locations outside the first row, of which there are at most b! choices. Hence
dλ ≤ b!
(
n
b
)
≤ nb.
Lemma 2.6. Let λ ` n, ν ⊂k λ and assume that λ has b boxes outside its first row and ν has B
boxes outside its first row. If n ≥ k + 2b then
(n− b)b
bb (n− k)B ≤
dλ
dν
≤ B
Bnb
(n− k −B)B . (2.7)
Proof. By assumption, n ≥ k + 2b ≥ k + 2B, so n − b ≥ n2 and n − k − B ≥ n−k2 and Lemma
2.5 applies. The statement now follows from Lemma 2.5 together with the inequality
(
p
q
) ≥ (pq )q,
holding for p, q ∈ N with p ≥ q ≥ 1.
2.6 An estimate for matrix coefficients in skew modules
Recall that the Coxeter generators of Sn are si = (i i+ 1) for i ∈ [n− 1]. If τ ∈ Sn, we write
`cox(τ) for the minimal length of a word of Coxeter generators that equals τ . Assume that λ ` n,
m ∈ [n] and ν ` m. For T ∈ Tab (λ/ν), we write top(T ) ⊆ [m+ 1, n] for the set of elements in the
top row of T (which may be empty: it is of size λ1 − ν1), and left(T ) for the set of elements in the
left-most column of T .
For any two subsets A,B of [n], we define d(A,B) = |A \B|. When restricted to subsets of [n]
with exactly p elements, for some p ∈ [0, n], this function is a metric. Moreover, the function d is
clearly invariant under Sn, that is, if σ ∈ Sn and A,B ⊆ [n], then d (σ(A), σ(B)) = d (A,B) .
Proposition 2.7. Suppose m ≤ n, λ ` n, ν ` m and ν ⊂ λ, and write k = n−m. For any σ ∈ S′k
the following holds.
1. If λ1 + ν1 > n+ k
2, then for any T, T ′ ∈ Tab(λ/ν)
|〈σwT , wT ′〉| ≤
(
k2
λ1 + ν1 − n
)d(σtop(T ),top(T ′))
. (2.8)
2. If λˇ1 + νˇ1 > n+ k
2, then for any T, T ′ ∈ Tab (λ/ν)
|〈σwT , wT ′〉| ≤
(
k2
λˇ1 + νˇ1 − n
)d(σleft(T ),left(T ′))
.
Note that if the top row of λ/ν is empty, namely, if ν1 = λ1, then top (T ) = ∅ for every
T ∈ Tab (λ/ν) and the upper bound in 2.8 is trivial: (k2/ (λ1 + ν1 − n))0 = 1. In particular, this
is the case if m = n, in which case k = 0, the bound is 00 = 1, and we have an action of the trivial
group on a one-dimensional space spanned by wT for T the empty tableau (see Remark 2.3).
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Proof. Cases 1 and 2 have essentially the same proof, so we prove the first case. If k = 0 the
statement is trivial, so we may assume k ≥ 1. We prove (2.8) as a consequence of the following
slightly stronger statement:
(S) If λ1 + ν1 ≥ n + `cox(σ), then for any T ∈ Tab(λ/ν), A0 ⊆ [m+ 1, n] of size λ1 − ν1, and
any unit vector u in
WA0
def
= span
({
wT ′
∣∣T ′ ∈ Tab(λ/ν), top(T ′) = A0})
we have
|〈σwT , u〉| ≤
(
`cox(σ)
ν1 + λ1 − n
)d(σtop(T ),A0)
. (2.9)
Case 1 of the proposition follows from (S) by using the bound `cox(σ) ≤ k2 and setting A0 = top(T ′),
u = wT ′ .
Let D
def
= d (σtop(T ), A0). We prove (S) by induction on `
def
= `cox(σ). The base case of the
induction is ` = 0. Then σ = id and
|〈σwT , u〉| = |〈wT , u〉| = 0
unless top(T ) = A0, meaning D = 0. On the other hand, if D = 0 then
|〈σwT , u〉| ≤ 1 = 00 =
(
`
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
as required.
For the inductive step, for ` ≥ 1 we write σ = sjσ′ where `cox(σ′) = `−1 and j ∈ [m+ 1, n− 1].
Two scenarios can occur.
(i) Suppose sjA0 = A0. In this case, by the definition of the action of the Coxeter generators
in (2.1), sju is a unit vector in WA0 . Also, by the invariance of the distance function under sj ,
d(σ′top(T ), A0) = d(σtop(T ), sjA0) = d(σtop(T ), A0) = D.
The inductive hypothesis then yields
|〈σwT , u〉| = |〈σ′wT , sju〉| ≤
(
`− 1
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
≤
(
`
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
,
as required.
(ii) Suppose otherwise that sjA0 6= A0. This means that exactly one of j and j + 1 are in A0.
We write
u =
∑
T ′∈Tab(λ/ν) : top(T ′)=A0
βT ′wT ′ . (2.10)
For each T ′ with top(T ′) = A0, we have
|ax( j + 1
T ′
, j
T ′
)| ≥ ν1 + λ1 − n.
From (2.10) and the formula for the action of Coxeter generators (2.1) we can therefore write
sju = w1 + w2 where w1 ∈ WsjA0 and w2 ∈ WA0 are orthogonal vectors with ‖w1‖ ≤ 1 and
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‖w2‖ ≤ (ν1 + λ1 − n)−1. Hence
|〈σwT , u〉| =
∣∣〈σ′wT , sju〉∣∣ ≤ ∣∣〈σ′wT , w1〉∣∣+ ∣∣〈σ′wT , w2〉∣∣ .
Note that d(σ′top(T ), sjA0) = d (σtop(T ), A0) = D, so by the inductive hypothesis
|〈σwT , u〉| ≤
(
`− 1
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
+
1
ν1 + λ1 − n
(
`− 1
ν1 + λ1 − n
)d(σ′top(T ),A0)
. (2.11)
By the triangle inequality,
D − 1 = d(σ′top(T ), sjA0)− d(sjA0, A0) ≤ d(σ′top(T ), A0),
so using ν1 + λ1 ≥ n+ ` we obtain from (2.11)
|〈σwT , u〉| ≤
(
`− 1
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
+
1
ν1 + λ1 − n
(
`− 1
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D−1
=
(`− 1)D−1`
(ν1 + λ1 − n)D ≤
(
`
ν1 + λ1 − n
)D
,
as required.
2.7 Families of Young diagrams and zeta functions
Recall from §1 that the zeta function of Sn is defined by
ζSn (s)
def
=
∑
λ`n
1
d sλ
,
and that for g ≥ 2
|Xg,n| = |Hom (Γg, Sn)| = (n!)2g−1 ζSn (2g − 2) .
Let Λ(n, b) denote the collection of λ ` n such that λ1 ≤ n− b and λˇ1 ≤ n− b. In other words,
Λ(n, b) is the collection of Young diagrams of size n with at least b boxes outside the first row and
at least b boxes outside the first column. One has the following useful result of Liebeck and Shalev
[LS04, Prop. 2.5] and, independently, Gamburd [Gam06, Prop. 4.2]:
Proposition 2.8. For fixed b ≥ 0 and real s > 0, as n→∞∑
λ∈Λ(n,b)
1
d sλ
= Ob
(
n−sb
)
.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will crucially depend on certain families of Young diagrams that
interact nicely with the skew modules V λ/ν . Given a YD λ, we will write λ(n) for the unique YD
λ(n) ` n which is obtained from λ by either deleting boxes from or adding boxes to the first row of
λ, if it exists. To be precise, λ(n) exists if and only if n ≥ |λ| − (λ1 − λ2), interpreting λ2 = 0 if λ
only has one row.
Now given k ∈ N, and YDs ν ⊂k λ, assume that n1 and n2 are large enough so that λ(ni)
and ν(ni − k) both exist and so that the first row (of length λ1 − ν1, which could be zero) of
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Figure 2.1: This figure depicts two elements of a family of SYDs λ(n)/ν(n − 10) for n = 16 and
n = 18. Here we can take λ = (6, 3, 2, 1) and ν = (1, 1).
the SYD λ (ni) /ν (ni − k) does not border the second row, namely, ν (ni − k)1 ≥ λ2. Then there
is a natural way to identify Tab (λ(n1)/ν(n1 − k)) with Tab (λ(n2)/ν(n2 − k)) by simply adding
n2 − n1 to all numbers in boxes of a tableau in Tab (λ(n1)/ν(n1 − k)) and shifting the first row
right or left as needed. If ν1 ≥ λ2 and T ∈ Tab (λ/ν), we write T (n) for the resulting tableau in
Tab (λ(n)/ν(n− k)).
Given n ∈ N and k ∈ [n], recall that we write S′k for the subgroup of Sn that acts as the identity
on [n− k]. Throughout the paper we fix isomorphisms
Sk
≈−→ S′k, σ 7→ ρ−1k ◦ σ ◦ ρk (2.12)
where we view Sk ≤ Sn in the usual way and
ρk(i) =
{
i+ k if i ∈ [n− k]
i− n+ k if i ∈ [n− k + 1, n].
Using these isomorphisms allows us to identify the different subgroups S′k as n varies: this will recur
at several points of the sequel. It also allows us to note in the following proposition that matrix
coefficients of skew modules V λ(n)/ν(n−k) are holomorphic functions of n−1, for sufficiently large n.
Recall that wTi(n) are elements of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for V
λ(n)/ν(n−k).
Proposition 2.9. Let k ∈ N, σ ∈ Sk, and ν ⊂k λ be two Young diagrams that differ by k
boxes. Suppose that ν1 ≥ λ2. Given T1, T2 ∈ Tab(λ/ν) there is a function F = Fσ,λ,ν,T1,T2 that is
holomorphic in the ball of radius |λ|−1 around zero, has Taylor expansion around 0 with rational
coefficients, and such that for all n ≥ |λ|, viewing σ as an element of S′k ≤ Sn via the isomorphism
(2.12), 〈
σwT1(n), wT2(n)
〉
= F
(
n−1
)
.
The analogous result (with a different holomorphic F ) holds for the matrix coefficient〈
σw ˇT1(n), w ˇT2(n)
〉
in V
ˇλ(n)/ ˇν(n−k), i.e. if we are extending the first column, not the first row. Here ˇTi(n) is the dual
tableau to Ti(n) obtained by transposing.
Proof. We will only prove the result for 〈σwT1(n), wT2(n)〉; the dual statement can be proved in the
same way. Since V λ(n)/ν(n−k) is finite dimensional with dimension independent of n (as long as
n ≥ |λ|), it suffices to prove the result in the case that σ ∈ Sk is a Coxeter generator si with
i ∈ [k− 1]. Interpreted as an element of S′k ≤ Sn via (2.12), σ corresponds to the Coxeter generator
si+n−k ∈ Sn.
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Let a be the axial distance between j
def
= i+ |λ| − k and j + 1 = i+ 1 + |λ| − k in T1. Note that
ax
(
i+ n− k
T1(n)
, i+ 1 + n− k
T1(n)
)
=

a+ n− |λ| if j in the first row of T1 and j + 1 not,
a− (n− |λ|) if j + 1 in the first row of T1 and j not,
a otherwise.
In the first case a > 0 and in the second case a < 0. By the description in (2.1) of how the Coxeter
generators act, 〈si+n−kwT1(n), wT2(n)〉 is therefore one of the following functions of n:
0,
1
a− n+ |λ| ,
1
a+ n− |λ| ,
√
1− 1
(a− n+ |λ|)2 ,
√
1− 1
(a+ n− |λ|)2 .
If one replaces n by z−1, each of these yields a holomorphic function of z when |z| is sufficiently
small.
The dimensions of representations in a family λ(n) are polynomials in n:
Lemma 2.10. Given a Young diagram λ with b boxes outside the first row, consider the family of
Young diagrams λ(n). There is a polynomial G = Gλ ∈ Q [t] of degree b with rational coefficients
such that for every n such that λ (n) exists,
dλ(n) = G(n).
Furthermore, the complex zeros of G are integers n with n ∈ [0, |λ|], and the leading coefficient is
1
m for some integer m.
For example, if λ (n) = (n− 4, 3, 1), then dλ(n) = n(n−1)(n−3)(n−6)8 for every n ≥ 7.
Proof. This easily follows from the hook-length formula for the dimension dλ [FRT54].
Lemma 2.10 together with Proposition 2.8 have the following nice consequence for the zeta
function ζSn that will be crucial in proving Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.11. For any s ∈ N and M ∈ N, there is a polynomial Ps,M ∈ Z [t] with integer
coefficients of degree < M such that
ζSn (s) = 2 · Ps,M
(
n−1
)
+O
(
n−M
)
as n→∞. The constant coefficient of Ps,M is equal to 1.
For example, for s = 2 and M = 5 we have
ζSn (2) = 2
(
1 +
1
n2
+
2
n3
+
11
n4
)
+O
(
1
n5
)
.
Proof. Fix s ∈ N and M ∈ N as in the statement of the proposition. Let b = dMs e. Proposition 2.8
implies that
ζSn (s) =
∑
λ`n
λ/∈Λ(n,b)
1
d sλ
+O(n−M )
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as n → ∞. The λ in the sum above have either < b boxes outside their first row, or < b boxes
outside their first column. For n > 2b, these options are mutually exclusive. Moreover, the map
λ 7→ λˇ maps YDs of the first kind to YDs of the second kind bijectively, and vice versa. Hence if
we define bλ
def
= |λ| − λ1 and let Λbλ<b(n) be the collection of λ ` n with < b boxes outside their
first row, then as n→∞,
ζSn (s) =
∑
λ∈Λbλ<b(n)
(
1
d sλ
+
1
d s
λˇ
)
+O
(
n−M
)
= 2
∑
λ∈Λbλ<b(n)
1
d sλ
+O
(
n−M
)
.
Now, if n > 2b, there is a finite collection of YDs {µ1, . . . , µ`}, depending on b, with |µi| < 2b for
all i, such that for each n > 2b
Λbλ<b(n) = {µ1(n), µ2(n), . . . , µ`(n)} .
For each of these µi, let Gµi be the polynomial provided by Lemma 2.10. No Gµi has any zero z
with |z| > 2b. Hence
ζSn (s) = 2
∑`
i=1
1
(Gµi (n))
s +O
(
n−M
)
as n → ∞. Because of the special structure of Gµi , as elaborated in Lemma 2.10, (Gµi (n))−1 is
equal to a power series in n−1 with integer coefficients. Since s ∈ N, (Gµi (n))−s is too equal to a
power series in n−1 with integer coefficients. This proves the first statement. Because the degree
of Gµi (n) is positive unless µi (n) = (n) in which case Gµi (n) = 1, the constant coefficient of Ps,M
must be 1.
In fact, it is the following direct corollary of Proposition 2.11 that we will need.
Corollary 2.12. For any s ∈ N and M ∈ N, there is a polynomial Qs,M ∈ Z [t] of degree < M
and constant coefficient 1 such that as n→∞,
1
ζSn (s)
=
1
2
Qs,M
(
n−1
)
+O
(
n−M
)
.
3 Tiled surfaces, core surfaces, and random covers
In the rest of the paper, we assume that g = 2 for ease of exposition. All proofs generalize in an
obvious way to the case g ≥ 3, although occasionally we point out the modifications needed for the
general case. We let Γ
def
= Γ2 = 〈a, b, c, d | [a, b] [c, d]〉 and write Xn def= X2,n = Hom(Γ, Sn).
3.1 Tiled surfaces
The objects we work with in the sequel are called tiled surfaces. They will be defined as subcomplexes
of covering spaces of the following base surface:
Definition 3.1. Consider an octagon with edges marked by a, b, a−1, b−1, c, d, c−1 and d−1, in this
order. After gluing the edge a with the edge a−1 in an orientable fashion, the edge b with the edge
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Figure 3.1: The base tiled surface Σ2
b−1 etc., we obtain a genus-2 orientable surface as a CW-complex consisting of a single vertex, four
edges and a single 2-cell made of the original octagon – see Figure 3.1. We denote the vertex by o,
and think of the four edges as directed and labeled by a, b, c and d. This surface is homeomorphic
to the genus-2 closed orientable surface which we denoted by Σ2 in §1. By abuse of notation, from
now on we write Σ2 for this closed surface with the CW-complex structure and directed and labeled
edges. The fundamental group of its 1-skeleton can be identified with the free group F4 generated
by a, b, c, d, and the embedding of the 1-skeleton of Σ2 into Σ2 induces a fixed isomorphism
pi1 (Σ2, o) ∼= F4/ 〈〈[a, b] [c, d]〉〉 = Γ. (3.1)
This is precisely the presentation complex of 〈a, b, c, d | [a, b] [c, d]〉. We henceforth refer to Σ2 as the
base tiled surface.
Consider a topological covering map p : S → Σ2 of Σ2. The surface S can be endowed with a
CW-structure induced from Σ2. Indeed, define the vertices of S to be p−1 (o). Because every open
cell of Σ2 is covered by disjoint homeomorphic pieces of S, we may declare each such piece an open
cell. In addition, we label and direct the edges (1-cells) of S according to their images in Σ2. We
call such a CW-complex with the additional data of the labels and directions of edges, an enriched
covering of Σ2.
Definition 3.2 (Tiled surface). A tiled surface X is a sub-complex of an enriched covering of Σ2.
The edges (1-cells) of X inherit labels and direction from the enriched covering. At every vertex
(0-cell) v of X, the half-edges incident to X in the 1-skeleton of X inherit a cyclic ordering from the
enriched surface. By considering an ε-neighborhood of X in the enriched covering (for some small
ε), we may always think of X as a surface (possibly with boundary). When we want to be clear
that we take this point of view, we refer to the surface as the thick version of X. Occasionally, we
consider pointed tiled surfaces (X, v), where X is a tiled surface and v is a vertex of X.
Since each 2-cell of a tiled surface meets 8 edges, we refer to 2-cells as octagons henceforth.
We write v (X) for the number of vertices of X, e (X) for the number of edges and f (X) for the v(X),e(X),f(X)
number of octagons (2-cells). We also let ∂X denote the boundary of the thick version of X and
d (X) denote the number of edges along ∂X (so if an edge of X does not border any octagon, it is ∂X,d(X)
counted twice). In particular,
d (X) = 2e (X)− 8f (X) .
By a sub-complex we mean that if some cell of the enriched covering belongs to X, then so
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does every face of this cell. We stress that we do not think of X as a sub-complex, but rather as a
complex for its own sake, which can also be realized as a subcomplex of an enriched surface, namely,
we do not “remember” the enriched surface in Definition 3.2. Moreover, the thick version of a tiled
surface does not depend on the enriched covering it is defined by.
Note that X is not necessarily compact nor necessarily connected (as nor is the original enriched
covering). Figures 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5 show examples of tiled surfaces.
One can also give a direct combinatorial definition of a tiled surface, as follows. A tiled surface
X is an at-most two-dimensional CW-complex with an assignment of both a direction and a label
in {a, b, c, d} to each edge (1-cell) and a cyclic ordering of the half-edges incident to every vertex
(0-cell). This data is subject to the following constraints:
• Every vertex of X has at most one incoming f -labeled edge and at most one outgoing f -
labeled edge, for each f ∈ {a, b, c, d}. The cyclic sequence of half-edges at each vertex is a
cyclic subsequence of ‘a-outgoing, b-incoming, a-incoming, b-outgoing, c-outgoing, d-incoming,
c-incoming, d-outgoing’.
• Every path of 8 edges which reads a cyclic shift of [a, b] [c, d] must be closed (here, we read a
if we traverse an a-labeled edge in its correct direction, and a−1 if we traverse an a-labeled
edge against its direction).
• The cyclic ordering of half-edges at each vertex makes the 1-skeleton X(1) into a ribbon graph
that yields a surface with boundary5. Every oriented boundary component of this corre-
sponding ribbon graph follows a cycle in X(1) and accordingly, spells out a cyclic sequence of
{a, b, c, d} and their inverses. Every 2-cell in X is an octagon glued along an oriented bound-
ary component of the ribbon graph that spells out the cyclic sequence [a, b] [c, d]. (However,
not every such boundary component is necessarily the boundary of an octagon.).
We think of tiled surfaces as combinatorial objects that are completely determined by the directed
and edge-labeled graphs which are their 1-skeletons and which octagons are attached. In particular,
two tiled surfaces with the same combinatorial data are considered to be identical. It can be shown
that every tiled surface defined combinatorially as above, can be completed to an enriched covering
of Σ2, so fits also into Definition 3.2.
Example 3.3. Let Σ2 denote the base tiled surface from Definition 3.1. Let U denote the universal
cover of Σ2; as a topological space U is an open disc. As in Definition 3.2, we give U the structure
of a tiled surface by pulling back the tiled surface structure on Σ2 via the covering map. There is
a natural action of Γ on U by isomorphisms of tiled surfaces such that Γ\U = Σ2. We fix, once
and for all, an arbitrary vertex u in U , to obtain a pointed tiled surface (U, u). Note that (U, u) is
the Cayley complex of Γ and its 1-skeleton is the Cayley graph of Γ with respect to the generators
{a, b, c, d}.
Morphisms of tiled surfaces
If X1 and X2 are tiled surfaces, a morphism between X1 and X2 is a continuous map which maps
every cell of X1 homeomorphically to a cell of X2 of the same dimension, and which respects the
edge labels and directions. It is an easy observation that every morphism of tiled surfaces is an
5A ribbon graph is also known as a fat-graph. The surface is obtained by thickening every vertex to a disc and
every edge to a strip.
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immersion (locally injective). An embedding from X1 to X2 is a morphism of tiled surfaces from
X1 to X2 that is injective. We consider two morphisms from X1 to X2 as equivalent if one is
obtained from the other by an isotopy of morphisms. In other words, a morphism of tiled surfaces
is completely determined by the induced maps on the set of vertices: the images of edges and
octagons are then uniquely determined. (Of course, not every map on the vertices corresponds to
a valid morphism.)
Example 3.4. Given any tiled surface X, there is a unique morphism of tiled surfaces to the base
tiled surface Σ2 which we denote
ϑX : X → Σ2.
As all morphisms in this category, this is an immersion. In fact, the directions and labels of the
edges of X are determined by this immersion (they can be pulled-back from Σ2), so we could say
that a tiled surface is a CW -complex together with an immersion to Σ2 which maps every cell
homeomorphically to a cell of the same dimension, and such that every [a, b] [c, d]-path is closed.
From this point of view, a morphism of tiled surfaces is nothing but a continuous map which
commutes with the immersions to Σ2.
For every directed edge ~e in a tiled surface X and every octagon O in X that meets ~e at its
boundary, we say that O is on the left (resp. right) of ~e if for a small neighborhood N of ~e in
O, ϑX(N) is on the left (resp. right) of ϑX(~e) as ϑX(~e) is traversed in its given direction, where
left/right is defined w.r.t. the fixed orientation of Σ2. Note that an octagon O can be both on the
left and right of a directed edge if that edge appears twice in the boundary of O.
The correspondence between the representations Hom (Γg, Sn) and n-sheeted covering
spaces of Σg
Let M be a connected topological space with basepoint m. Consider n-sheeted covering spaces of
M with the fiber above m labeled by [n], so that every point in the fiber has a different label. If
M is “nice enough”, in particular if M is a surface, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
these labeled n-sheeted covering spaces and the set of homomorphisms Hom (pi1 (M,m) , Sn) (see,
for instance, [Hat05, pages 68-70]). If Mˆ is a labeled n-sheeted covering space and p : Mˆ → M
the covering map, the corresponding homomorphism θ : pi1 (M,m) → Sn is given as follows: for
h ∈ pi1 (M,m), consider γ, a closed path in M , based at m, which represents h. Then θ (h) (i) = j
if and only if the lift of γ at the point i ends at the point j.6
In our case, this translates to a one-to-one correspondence between the representation space
Xn = Hom (Γ, Sn) and labeled n-sheeted covering spaces of Σ2 (pointed at o). These covering
spaces are closed surfaces with a natural structure of tiled surfaces. Indeed, if pφ : Xφ → Σ2 is the
covering space corresponding to φ ∈ Hom (Γ, Sn), then Xφ is a tiled surface as explained above.
Moreover, the vertices of Xφ are precisely p
−1
φ (o), and are labeled by [n] in this construction.
6There is a subtle issue here with the direction in which permutations are multiplied in Sn. The map θ : pi1 (M,m)→
Sn as defined here is a homomorphism only if permutations in Sn are composed from right to left. We refer to this
issue in the case of M = Σ2 in the beginning of Section 4.
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3.2 Expectations and probabilities of tiled surfaces
Given a compact tiled surface Y , we are interested in the expected number of morphisms from Y
to a random n-covering of Σ2, namely, in
En (Y )
def
= Eφ∈Xn [# {morphisms Y → Xφ}] ,
where φ is sampled uniformly at random from Xn. Equivalently, this is the expected number of lifts
of the morphism ϑY : Y → Σ2 to the random n-covering Xφ:
Xφ
pφ

Y
ϑY
//
>>
Σ2
Note that if Y is connected and φ ∈ Xn, the number of morphisms Y → Xφ is at most n, as any
vertex of Y can be lifted to one of the n vertices of Xφ, and each such lift can be extended in at
most one way to a lift of whole of Y . For suitable choice of Y , En (Y ) is equal to the quantities
E2,n [fixγ ] and E2,n [fixJ ] that features in our main theorems (Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3):
Lemma 3.5. Let Y be a connected compact tiled-surface and J ≤f.g. Γ a f.g. subgroup of Γ. Let y
be an arbitrary vertex in Y , and suppose that the fundamental group
(
ϑY
)
∗ (pi1 (Y, y)) is conjugate
in Γ to J . Then for all n ∈ N,
En (Y ) = E2,n [fixJ ] .
Proof. In fact, the equality holds in the level of the individual representation φ ∈ Xn = Hom (Γ, Sn):
the number of morphisms Y → Xφ is equal to the number of common fixed points fixJ (φ). Indeed,
because the number of common fixed points of φ (J) is the same as the number of fixed points of
any conjugate, we may assume without loss of generality that
(
ϑY
)
∗ (pi1 (Y, y)) = J . Now, i ∈ [n] is
a common fixed point of φ (J) if and only if J ≤ pi1 (Xφ, vi), where vi is the vertex of Xφ labeled i,
and pi1 (Xφ, vi) is identified with the subgroup(
ϑXφ
)
∗ (pi1 (Xφ, vi)) ≤ Γ.
By standard facts from the theory of covering spaces [Hat05, Propositions 1.33 and 1.34], there is a
lift of ϑY to Xφ mapping the vertex y to vi if and only if (the image in Γ of) pi1 (Y, y) is contained
in (the image in Γ of) pi1 (Xφ, vi), and this lift, if exists, is unique.
Another type of expectation will also feature in this work. Given a compact tiled surface Y ,
denote
Eembn (Y )
def
= Eφ∈Xn [# {injective morphisms Y → Xφ}] ,
where the expectation is over a uniformly random φ ∈ Xn.
3.3 Boundary cycles, hanging half-edges, blocks, and chains
Recall that we consider the surface group Γ = 〈a, b, c, d | [a, b] [c, d]〉, which is a quotient of the free
group F4 = F (a, b, c, d).
Given a tiled surface Y , a cycle in Y is a cyclic sequence C =(~e1, . . . , ~ek) of directed edges in
Y (1), where ~e1, . . . , ~ek are directed edges, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k the terminal vertex vi of ~ei is the
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initial vertex of ~ei+1 (the indices here run modulo k). The direction of the edges in the cycle is not
necessarily the same as the direction dictated in the definition of the tiled surface. We will write
C∗ for the oppositely oriented cycle (~e∗k, . . . , ~e∗1) where ~e∗i is ~ei with the opposite direction.
Every such cycle yields a cyclic word w(C) in F4, by reading the label fi ∈ {a, b, c, d} of the
edge ~ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ k in order and writing (from left to right) fi if the direction of ~ei is the same as
the given direction in the tiled surface Y , and f−1i otherwise, and reducing the word if necessary.
Given a word w ∈ F4, we denote by γw its image in Γ through (3.1). We write γΓ for the
conjugacy class of γ ∈ Γ. We say that w represents the conjugacy class γ Γw .
We will denote by `(w) the length of a word w, and if γ ∈ Γ, we write `(γΓ) for the minimal
length of a word w for which γ Γw = γ
Γ. For γ ∈ Γ, we say that γ is cyclically shortest if γ = γw for
some word w with `(w) = `(γΓ). We say that a word w is cyclically shortest if `(w) = `(γ Γw ).
In the rest of the paper, we wish to use some notions of Birman and Series from [BS87]. However,
we make one small adjustment: what Birman and Series call a cycle, we will call a block7.
We wish to augment the tiled surface Y by adding some new half-edges. This construction will
also be used in Section 4. Here, formally, a half-edge is a copy of the interval [0, 12). Every edge of
Y gives rise to two half-edges which cover the entire edge except for the midpoint. We may also
add a new half-edge to a vertex, in which case the point 0 will be identified with the vertex. For
every vertex v of Y , we add at most 8 half-edges to v to form a new surface Y+. The half-edges are Y+
added in such a way that ϑY extends to a map ϑY+ : Y+ → Σ2 that gives a local homeomorphism of
1-skeleta at each vertex of Y+. We call a half-edge of Y+ a hanging half-edge if it is added in this
way: the remaining half-edges in Y+ are contained in proper edges of Y .
As a result, there are now exactly 8 half-edges incident to every vertex in Y+. Since the map
ϑY+ identifies these 8 half-edges with the half-edges incident to o in Σ2, the hanging half-edges of Y+
inherit both a label in {a, b, c, d} and a direction from the corresponding half-edges in Σ2. Moreover,
at each vertex of Y+, the incident half-edges have a cyclic ordering given by the (clockwise) cyclic
ordering of the half-edges in Σ2. We fix these labels, directions, and the cyclic ordering of half-edges
at each vertex as part of the data of Y+.
Given two directed edges ~e1 and ~e2 of Y , with the terminal vertex v of ~e1 equal to the source
vertex of ~e2, we refer to the m half-edges of Y+ incident to v between ~e1 and ~e2 in the given cyclic
order of the 8 half-edges at v as the half-edges between ~e1 and ~e2. Here 0 ≤ m ≤ 7.
If C = (~e1, . . . , ~ek) is a cycle in a tiled surface Y , a block in C is a (possibly cyclic) subsequence
of length at least one of consecutive edges such that each pair of successive edges have no half-edges
between them. A block runs along the boundary of a single octagon in Y or a single “phantom-
octagon” which may be annexed to Y . In other words, a block is a path that reads a subword of
the cyclic word [a, b] [c, d]. A half-block is a block of length 4 (= 2g), and a long block is a block of
length at least 5 (= 2g + 1), including the case of a “full block” of length 8. If a (non-cyclic) block
of length b sits along the boundary of an octagon O, the complement of the block is the inverse of
the block of length 8− b consisting of the complement set of edges along O. (So the block and its
complement share the same starting point and the same terminal point.)
We say that two blocks (~ei, . . . , ~ej) and (~ek, . . . , ~e`) in a cycle C are consecutive if (~ei, . . . , ~ej , ~ek, . . . , ~e`)
is a (possibly cyclic) subsequence of C and there is exactly one half-edge between ~ej and ~ek. A chain
is a (possibly cyclic) sequence of consecutive blocks. A cyclic chain is a chain whose blocks pave
7This is so that we can reserve the term cycle to be used in the usual way as we have above.
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Figure 3.2: A long chain of total length 17 (blocks of sizes 4, 3, 3, 3, 4, in blue) and its complement
of length 15 (in red)
an entire cycle. A long chain is a chain consisting of consecutive blocks of lengths
4, 3, 3, . . . , 3, 4
(or 2g, 2g − 1, 2g − 1, . . . , 2g − 1, 2g for general genus g). A half-chain8 is a cyclic chain consisting
of consecutive blocks of length 3 (or 2g − 1) each.
The complement of a long chain is the inverse of a chain with blocks of lengths 3, 3, . . . , 3 which
sits along the other side of the octagons bordering the long chain. Note that the complement of a
long chain shares the same starting point and terminal point as the long chain, and is shorter by
two edges from the long chain. See Figure 3.2.
The complement of a half-chain is defined as follows. If the half-chain sits along the boundary of
the octagons O1, . . . , Or, its complement is the inverse of the half-chain sitting along the other side
of these octagons: a block (of length 3) of the half-chain along Oi is replaced by the path of length
3 along Oi, with starting and terminal points one edge away from the starting and terminal points,
respectively, of the block. The complement of a half-chain has the same length as the original
half-chain. The left hand side of Figure 3.5 illustrates two complementing half-chains of length 6
each.
The following lemma shows, in particular, that there are no cyclic chains consisting of one block
of length 4 nor cyclic chains consisting of blocks of lengths 4, 3, 3, . . . , 3.
Lemma 3.6. In every cyclic chain, the number of blocks of even length is even.
(This excludes the special case of a cyclic chain consisting of a single block of length 8, which
does not really fall under our definition of a chain.)
Proof. In the defining relation [a, b] [c, d], every letter is at distance 2 from its inverse. In two
consecutive blocks (~ei, . . . , ~ej) and (~ek, . . . , ~e`), there are thus two possible cases. Either the letter
associated with ~ek is identical to the letter associated with ~ej , as in
(
a, b, a−1
)
,
(
a−1, b−1, c, d
)
with
an incoming half b-edge hanging in between. Or ~ek comes three places after ~ej in the defining
relation, as in
(
d−1, a
)
,
(
c, d, c−1, d−1
)
with an outgoing half b-edge hanging in between. Hence
the parity of the location in the defining relation of the first letter in a block alternates after an
even-length block. As the defining relation has even length, this proves the lemma.
A boundary cycle of Y is a cycle (~e1, . . . , ~ek) in Y corresponding to an oriented boundary com-
ponent of the thick version of Y (see Definition 3.2). We always choose the orientation so that there
8This notion “half-chain” is ours – it does not appear in [BS87]. While this name does not capture the essence of
these objects, we chose it because half-chains are related to half-blocks in roughly the same manner as long chains
are related to long blocks. This will be apparent in Section 3.4.
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are no octagons to the immediate left of the boundary component as it is traversed. Therefore
boundary components of Y correspond to unique cycles. Note that d (Y ) is equal to the sum over
boundary cycles of Y of the number of edges in each such cycle.
3.4 Boundary reduced and strongly boundary reduced tiled surfaces
In this section we describe an algorithm that takes a tiled sub-surface of a larger tiled surface
without boundary, and by adding octagons, decreases the length of the boundary of the sub-surface.
Although this algorithm is not deterministic, it will turn out (see Proposition 3.9) that its output
is.
To start, we describe the type of tiled sub-surface that our algorithm will create.
Definition 3.7 (Boundary reduced). A tiled surface Y is boundary reduced if no boundary cycle
of Y contains a long block or a long chain.
In particular, if Y is boundary reduced, then every path that reads [a, b] [c, d] is not only closed,
but there is also an octagon attached to it. We also need a stronger version of this property.
Definition 3.8 (Strongly boundary reduced). A tiled surface Y is strongly boundary reduced if no
boundary cycle of Y contains a half-block or a half-chain.
Because a long block contains (at least two) half-blocks and a long chain contains (two) half-
blocks, a strongly boundary reduced tiled surface is in particular boundary reduced. The relevance
of the notions of being (strongly) boundary reduced is that our techniques for estimating Eembn (Y )
for a tiled surface Y only give the right type of estimates when Y is boundary reduced – see
Proposition 4.27. If Y is strongly boundary reduced we get even better estimates – see Proposition
4.28. So if we are presented with a tiled sub-surface that is not boundary reduced, we wish to grow it
into a sub-surface that is. This is accomplished by the following boundary reduction algorithm .
Input. An embedding of tiled surfaces Y ↪→ Z where Y is compact and Z has no boundary.
Output. A boundary reduced compact tiled surface Y ′ embedded in Z such that the embedding
Y ↪→ Z factors through embeddings Y ↪→ Y ′ ↪→ Z. In other words, Y ′ extends Y within Z.
Algorithm. Let Y ′ = Y .
(a) If Y ′ is boundary reduced, terminate the algorithm and return Y ′.
(b) If some boundary cycle of Y ′ contains a long block, then in Z, this long block follows the
boundary of some octagon that is not in Y ′. Add this octagon, and all its incident vertices and
edges to Y ′ to form a new sub-complex of Z. This also includes the case that the boundary cycle
is the boundary of an octagon in Z, in which case we add only the octagon itself. Note that this
step decreases d(Y ′) by at least 2. Call the new subcomplex Y ′ and return to (a).
(c) If some boundary cycle of Y ′ contains a long chain, each block of the chain follows the boundary
of an octagon in Z that is not in Y ′. Octagons corresponding to successive blocks of the chain
meet along a hanging half-edge of Y ′+, which is part of a full edge of Z. Add all these octagons,
and all their incident vertices and edges to Y ′. Again, this decreases d(Y ′) by at least 2. Call the
new subcomplex Y ′ and return to (a).
This algorithm always terminates, since each iteration decreases d(Y ′) by at least two, and
no tiled surface can have negative boundary length. It is also easy to see that the output of the
algorithm is a compact boundary reduced tiled surface.
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Figure 3.3: Assume that Y1 is a sub-complex of a tiled surface Y2. Among the six octagons drawn in
full in the figure, none belong to Y1 and exactly two – O2 and O5 – belong to Y2. The broken blue
path is assumed to be a long chain at ∂Y1. Every piece of this long chain which remains exposed
in Y2, namely, which belongs to ∂Y2, is actually part of a long chain (as the dotted red path) or a
long block in ∂Y2.
Proposition 3.9. Given an embedding of tiled surfaces Y ↪→ Z with Y compact and ∂Z = ∅, no
matter what choices are made in the boundary reduction algorithm (i.e. which long block or long
chain to use in each step), the outcome is the same. Thus we can define BR(Y ↪→ Z) to be the BR(Y ↪→ Z)
boundary reduced tiled sub-surface of Z obtained from the boundary reduction algorithm applied to
Y ↪→ Z.
Proof. The boundary reduction algorithm consists of steps in which we annex to Y one or several
octagons of Z together with all the vertices and edges at their boundary. So the process is completely
determined by the octagons annexed to Y , and we need to show that the set of octagons annexed
is independent of the choices we make throughout the algorithm.
Consider two implementations of the algorithm. Assume that in implementation I we add the
octagons O1, . . . , Or in this order (in step (c) several octagons are added simultaneously, and we
put them in the list in an arbitrary order), resulting in the boundary reduced tiled surface YI .
In implementation II we add the octagons P1, . . . , Ps in this order resulting in YII . Assume that
YI 6= YII and that, without loss of generality, YI * YII , so some of O1, . . . , Or do not belong to
{P1, . . . , Ps}. Let t ∈ [r] be the smallest index of an octagon Ot not in {P1, . . . , Ps}. Assume first
that Ot was added in implementation I in a step of type (b). But then a long block at the boundary
of Ot in Z also belongs to the boundary of Y ∪ {O1, . . . , Ot−1} and therefore also to the boundary
of YII , so YII is not boundary reduced – a contradiction.
We may assume, therefore, that Ot was added in implementation I in a step of type (c). Assume
that in this (c)-step, the octagons lying along the long chain are O1, O2, . . . , O` in this order, with
O1 and O` lying along the two half-blocks at the ends of the long chain, and O2, . . . , O`−1 lying
along blocks of length 3 of the long chain. Note that O1, . . . , O` may be not all distinct and that
Ot is equal to (at least) one of them. By the assumption on Ot, the entire long chain belongs
to YII . But any part of this long chain which is still “exposed” in YII (namely, which is at the
boundary of YII), must be part of a long block or of a long chain. For example, if O2, O6 ∈ YII
but O3, O4, O5 /∈ YII , then YII contains at its boundary a long chain with blocks 4, 3, 4 bordering
O3, O4, O5 – see Figure 3.3. This is a contradiction to YII being boundary reduced. Hence we must
have YI = YII .
We also have the following lemma that gives control on the number of octagons added during
the boundary reduction algorithm.
Lemma 3.10. If Y ↪→ Z is an embedding of tiled surfaces with Y compact and ∂Z = ∅, then
e(BR(Y ↪→ Z)) ≤ e(Y ) + d(Y )2.
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Figure 3.4: On the left hand side is a piece of an the infinite 1-skeleton of a tiled surface Z with
no boundary. The full surface extends to both sides infinitely with the same fixed pattern, and
every possible octagon is included in it. On the right is a tiled surface Y consisting of a single
octagon with two of its vertices identified. (This is Core (〈[a, b]〉) – see Definition 3.17.) Because of
symmetry, every morphism Y → Z looks the same. The image of Y in such a morphism is a tiled
surface Y ′ consisting of three vertices, eight edges and one octagon. Applying the strong boundary
reduction algorithm on Y ′ ↪→ Z never halts.
Proof. At every iteration of the boundary reduction algorithm, we perform exactly one of the
procedures (b) or (c), and we decrease the boundary d(Y ′) by at least 2, so there are at most d(Y )2
iterations. In an iteration of type (b) at most 3 (or 2g − 1 for general g) edges are added while
d (Y ) ≥ d (Y ′) ≥ 5 (= 2g + 1), so less than d (Y ) new edges are added. In an iteration of type (c),
if the long chain consists of ` blocks, then d (Y ) ≥ d (Y ′) ≥ 3` + 2 (= (2g − 1) ` + 2), and at most
4`− 1 (= 2g`− 1) new edges are added, so less than 2d (Y ) new edges. All in all, less than d (Y )2
new edges are added throughout the boundary reduction algorithm.
Similarly to the boundary reduction algorithm, we may define a strong boundary reduction
algorithm:
Definition 3.11. Given an embedding of tiled surfaces Y ↪→ Z with Y compact and ∂Z = ∅, the
following algorithm is called the strong boundary reduction algorithm. At every step, annex to Y
an octagon of Z \ Y which borders a half-block or a half-chain of ∂Y . Stop when the resulting
sub-surface is strongly boundary reduced.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the strong boundary reduction algorithm does not always terminate.
However, if it does terminate, the outcome is unique – this is the content of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.12. Let Y ↪→ Z be an embedding of tiled surfaces with Y compact and ∂Z = ∅.
Suppose that the strong boundary reduction algorithm has an implementation (namely, choices of
octagons to annex at every step) that terminates with this input and results in the sub-surface Y ′.
Then with this input every implementation terminates and has the same output – Y ′. In this case,
we denote the output by SBR(Y ↪→ Z). SBR(Y ↪→Z)
Proof. The proof is completely parallel to that of Proposition 3.9. The only thing to notice is the
following. Say that Y1 is the sub-surface at some point of the process and that Y2 is the sub-surface
at some later point. If ∂Y1 contains a component which is a half-chain, and some interval of this
half-chain remains “exposed” in Y2, namely, belongs to ∂Y2, then this interval is contained in a long
block, a long chain or the same half-chain, in ∂Y2.
We will also need the following lemma in Section 3.6. Note that if Y is a compact tiled sub-
surface of a strongly boundary reduced tiled surface Z, then the strong boundary reduction of Y
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“never exits Z”. Therefore, the strong boundary reduction algorithm can be carried out even if Z
has boundary, as long as it is strongly boundary reduced.
Lemma 3.13. Let f : Z1 → Z2 be a morphism between two strongly boundary reduced tiled surfaces.
Assume that Y is a compact sub-surface of Z1 such that the strong boundary reduction algorithm is
well defined for Y in Z1 and for f (Y ) in Z2. Then
f (SBR (Y ↪→ Z1)) ⊆ SBR (f (Y ) ↪→ Z2) .
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that the statement is false, and let O be the first octagon of
Z1 which is annexed to Y in some implementation of the strong boundary reduction algorithm such
that f (O) /∈ SBR (f (Y ) ↪→ Z2). But then O touches some half-block or half-chain of ∂Y ′, where
Y ′ is the intermediate sub-surface of Z1 in the strong boundary reduction algorithm just before
annexing O. This piece of boundary of O is mapped to a piece of boundary of f (O) which belongs
to a half-block, a long chain or a half-chain of ∂f (Y ′) and thus also of ∂ (SBR (f (Y ) ↪→ Z1)). This
is a contradiction.
Next, we want to claim that an embedding of a boundary reduced sub-surface is pi1-injective.
To prove it, we need a result of Birman and Series, that will also serve us when we analyze core
surfaces in Section 3.5. This result deals with shortest representatives of conjugacy classes in surface
groups. The paper [BS87] concerns a wide class of presentations of Fuchsian group, which includes,
in particular, the presentations Γg = 〈a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg | [a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg]〉 for every g ≥ 2. We state
here one of the main results of this paper for the case g = 2.
Let J ≤ Γ be a subgroup. Consider the quotient Q = J\U where U is the universal cover of
Example 3.3. This Q is a tiled surface without boundary that may be compact or not (depending
on whether J has finite index in Γ or not). In the theory of covering spaces, this is the connected
covering space of Σ2 corresponding to the conjugacy class of the subgroup J . Let Q
(1) be the 1-
skeleton of Q. Conjugacy classes in J are in one-to-one correspondence with free homotopy classes of
oriented closed curves in Q, and each such class has representatives contained in Q(1). If 1 6= γ ∈ Γ
is a non-trivial element, consider the tiled surface Q = 〈γ〉 \U . Topologically, this is a two punctured
sphere. The conjugacy class of γ in Γ corresponds to the free-homotopy class of the essential simple
closed curve9 in Q (with an appropriate orientation).
A cyclic word in the generators a, b, c, d is the set of a cyclically reduced word in F4 = F (a, b, c, d)
together with all its cyclic shifts. The set of cyclic words in F4 representing the conjugacy class
of γ in 〈γ〉 \U is identical to the set of cyclic words coming from non-backtracking cycles in Q(1)
representing the same free-homotopy class of curves. Given a cycle C in Q(1), a “half-block switch”
consists of identifying a half-block in C or in C∗, and replacing it with the complement half-block
(around the same octagon). A “half-chain switch” can take place if one of C or C∗ is a half-chain,
in which case it refers to replacing this half-chain with its complement. For example, if a cycle C
satisfies w (C) = aba−2b−1c, then it is a half-chain, and its complement reads cd−1c−1a−1dc – see
the left hand side of Figure 3.5.
Theorem 3.14 (Birman-Series). [BS87, Thm. 2.12]
1. The cyclic word w in F4 is a shortest representative of the conjugacy class in Γ it represents
if and only if the corresponding bi-infinite periodic path C in U (1) and its inverse C∗ do not
contain any long block or long chain.
9We call a closed curve in a surface essential if it is not null-homotopic.
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2. Assume that the cyclic words w1, w2 are both shortest representatives of the conjugacy class
γΓ for some 1 6= γ ∈ Γ. Let C1 and C2 be corresponding cycles in Q = 〈γ〉 \U . Then either C2
can be obtained from C1 by a finite number of half-block switches, or C2 can be obtained from
C1 by a single half-chain switch.
For example, the element γ = aba−2b−1c ∈ Γ has exactly two different cyclic words which are
shortest representatives of its conjugacy class: the cyclic words aba−2b−1c and cd−1c−1a−1dc. These
two words correspond to two disjoint cycles in the 1-skeleton of 〈γ〉 \U , and the complement of their
union consists of three components: two with infinitely many octagons, and one component, an
annulus bounded by both cycles, containing exactly two octagons.
Lemma 3.15. Let Z be a tiled surface and let C be a (non-backtracking) cycle in Z(1). If C and C∗
do not contain any long block or long chain, then C is a shortest representative of its free-homotopy
class in Z. If Z is boundary-reduced (in particular, if Z has no boundary), the converse also holds:
if C is a shortest representative of its free-homotopy class in Z then C and C∗ do not contain any
long block or long chain.
Proof. If C and C∗ contain no long block nor long chain, then, by Theorem 3.14, they are shortest
representatives of w (C)Γ, the conjugacy class of w (C) in Γ. Every other cycle representing the same
free-homotopy class in Q, also represents w (C)Γ, so it cannot be shorter.
Now assume that Z is boundary reduced. If C or C∗ contains a long block, then this long block
must border an octagon that belongs to Z, and therefore the complement of this long block also
belongs to Z, and C is not a shortest representative. If C or C∗ contains a long chain, then the
intersection of this long chain with ∂Z contains no edges, for such an edge would necessarily belong
to a long block or a long chain in ∂Z. Therefore C can be shortened by replacing this long edge
with its complement.
Corollary 3.16. If Y is a boundary reduced tiled sub-surface of Z, then its embedding in Z is
pi1-injective.
Proof. Let C be a cycle in Y which is not null-homotopic in Y . By Lemma 3.15 there is a represen-
tative in Y (1) for the same free-homotopy class in Y , which contains no long blocks nor long chains.
But then this representative is also shortest, and in particular non-nullhomotopic, in Z.
3.5 Core surfaces
In this section we define a certain type of tiled surface called a core surface. This is a compact tiled
surface associated with finitely generated groups of Γ.
Definition 3.17 (Core surfaces). Let J ≤ Γ be a subgroup. As before, consider the quotient
Q
def
= J\U where U is the universal cover of Example 3.3. We define the core surface of J ,
denoted Core (J), to be the tiled sub-surface of Q obtained as follows: (i) take the union of short- Core (J)
est representative cycles in Q(1) of each free-homotopy class of essential closed curves in Q, and
(ii) add every connected component of the complement that contains finitely many octagons and
topologically is a once- or twice-punctured sphere.10
10For completeness define the core surface of the trivial subgroup to be the 0-dimensional tiled surface consisting
of a single vertex.
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Figure 3.5: On the left is the core surface Core
(〈
aba−2b−1c
〉)
. It consists of 12 vertices, 14 edges
and two octagons, and topologically it is an annulus. On the right is the core surface Core (〈a, b〉).
It consists of four vertices, six edges and one octagon, and topologically it is a genus-1 torus with
one boundary component.
Here, a once-punctured sphere actually looks like a disc without its boundary, and a two-
punctured sphere looks like a compact annulus without its boundary. Note that the quotient
Q = J\U is invariant under conjugation of J , so Core (J) depends only on the conjugacy class of
J in Γ. Core surfaces can be thought of as analogs in the case of surface groups to Stallings core
graphs [Sta83] in the case of free groups, which can be defined in a completely analogous manner
(although part (ii) of the definition is redundant in the case of free groups).
Figure 3.5 gives two examples of core surfaces. As another example, if J is of finite index in Γ,
Core (J) is identical to J\U (this follows from Proposition 3.19(4).
Lemma 3.18. Let 1 6= γ ∈ Γ be a non-trivial element. Then the core surface Core (〈γ〉) is connected
and compact with its thick version homeomorphic to an annulus. Furthermore, both boundary cycles
of Core (〈γ〉) are of length ` (γΓ).
Proof. That Core (〈γ〉) is connected follows immediately from Theorem 3.14. Let C be some (simple)
cycle in 〈γ〉 \U which is a shortest representative of γΓ. If C or C∗ is a half-chain, denote by C′ its
complement. Then Core (〈γ〉) is precisely the compact annulus made of C, C′ and the narrow annulus
separating them. Indeed, none of C, C′ and their inverses contain a half-block, so by Theorem 3.14,
C and C′ are the only shortest representatives of γΓ.
Now assume neither C nor C∗ is a half-chain. By Theorem 3.14, Core (〈γ〉) may be obtained
from the tiled sub-surface C of 〈γ〉 \U by repeatedly annexing any octagon sitting along a half-block
at the boundary. We only need to show this process must end after finitely many steps.
Let Y denote the sub-surface we construct in this process. Note that in every step, the boundary
of Y consists of two components of length |C| each. Indeed, because this procedure takes place inside
the infinite annulus 〈γ〉 \U , if a newly annexed octagon incidently meets Y outside the half-block
at ∂Y which led to the annexation, this results in splitting the corresponding boundary component
of Y into (at least) two components, one of them being nullhomotopic in 〈γ〉 \U . After filling this
nullhomotopic boundary component with finitely many octagons of 〈γ〉 \U , we shorten the total
boundary of Y . But this is impossible, as C was a shortest representative.
Finally, denote by s the number of hanging half-edges at the boundary of the tiled surface C. In
every step, the boundary of Y has constant length 2 |C|, while s increases by 16 – see Figure 3.6. As
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Figure 3.6: Assume Y is a sub-tiled surface of a tiled surface Z with no boundary. Assume that Y
has some half-block at its boundary, marked here in broken blue, and sitting along the octagon O.
Denote by Y ′ the union of Y with the closure of O in Z, and assume that the inverse of the other
half block along O is an interval along ∂Y ′. Then, the number of hanging half-edges in (Y ′)+ is
larger by 16 than their number in Y+: two hanging half-edges of Y+ (marked in red) are no longer
hanging in (Y ′)+, but 18 new hanging half-edges (marked in green) belong to (Y
′)+.
the number of hanging half-edges in a compact tiled surface Y without isolated vertices nor leaves
is at most 6d (Y ), this process must terminate after finitely many steps.
Because Core (J) is a closed sub-surface of Q = J\U , every component of its complement
Q \Core (J) is open. Hence every component is a surface with punctures. Each of these punctures
corresponds either to a non-bounded part of Q\Core (J), in which case we call it a funnel, or to a
component of ∂Core (J), in which case we say the puncture is a fake-puncture.
Proposition 3.19. Let J be a non-trivial subgroup of Γ and let Q
def
= J\U .
1. Every boundary cycle δ of Core (J) is an essential curve of Q.
2. For every boundary cycle δ of Core (J), w(δ) is a cyclically shortest word.
3. Core (J) is strongly boundary reduced.
4. Every connected component of the complement of Core (J) in Q is homeomorphic to a twice-
punctured sphere, with one funnel and one fake-puncture. In particular, Core (J) is a defor-
mation retract of J\U .
5. Core (J) is connected.
6. The embedding Core (J) ↪→ Q induces an isomorphism in the level of fundamental groups.
Proof. Let δ be a boundary cycle of Core (J). If δ is null-homotopic in Q, then it bounds a disc
in either side. This side cannot be external to Core (J), because then it should have been annexed
to Core (J) by part (ii) of Definition 3.17. But if the disc is on the internal side of δ, then the
connected component of δ in Core (J) does not contain any essential curve of Q. This is impossible.
Hence δ is essential and (1) is proved.
For (2), by Lemma 3.15, we need to show that δ and δ∗ contain no long blocks nor long chains.
We begin with δ∗. Suppose that δ∗ contains a long block b, and let b denote its complement (along
the same octagon Ob of Q). Consider the 1-skeleton of Core (J). All the vertices internal in b have
degree two in Core (J), so any non-backtracking cycle traversing one edge of b must traverse all of b,
and can be shortened in Q by replacing b with b. So there is no shortest cyclic representative using
any edge of b, and after step (i) of Definition 3.17, Ob belongs to the same connected component of
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Q\Core (J) as the octagons on the other side of b. But in step (ii) of Definition 3.17, Ob can only
be annexed to Core (J) if the entire component is, which is not the case. This is a contradiction.
A similar argument shows that δ∗ cannot contain any long chain c: indeed, any non-backtracking
cycle in the 1-skeleton of Core (J) that intersects the interior of c must contain a long block or a
long chain, so no shortest cyclic representative intersects the interior of c. Hence δ∗ contains no
long block nor long chain.
We still need to show that δ contains no long blocks nor long chains, but we first show that the
greedy shortening of cycles from Q\Core (J) never “penetrates” (the interior of) Core (J). Consider
a small open neighborhood of Core (J) in Q which does not change the topology of the complement
Q\Core (J). This open neighborhood is homeomorphic to the thick version, which we denote here
CORE (J), so we think of such a neighborhood as a copy of CORE (J). Let C be a connected
component of Q\CORE (J), and let C denote the closure of C in Q. So the difference between C
and C is that every fake-puncture of C becomes a closed connected component of ∂C. We think of
C as a tiled surface.
Let C ⊆ C be a cycle representing an essential curve in Q. When we shorten it by replacing
long blocks and long chains with their complements, we never leave C. Indeed, if C contains a long
block facing the interior of CORE (J), then this long block belongs to δ∗ for some component δ of
∂CORE (J), which is impossible by what we have proved about δ∗. Similarly, if C contains a long
chain which intersects δ∗, every interval of this intersection must be part of a long chain or a long
block of δ∗, which is again impossible.
Now suppose that δ contains a long block or a long chain. Then it can be shortened in finitely
many steps to a shortest cyclic representative of its free-homotopy class in Q. Denote by C the
resulting cycle. Then C is different from δ, and it is in Core (J) by definition. By the previous
paragraph, C must lie in the closure of C, the connected component of Q\CORE (J) bordering δ.
Because δ and C are isotopic, different, and lie in the boundary of C, we get that C must be a
two-punctured sphere containing finitely many octagons, and therefore should have been part of
Core (J) by part (ii) of Definition 3.17. This is a contradiction. By Lemma 3.15, δ is a shortest
representative of its free-homotopy class and (2) holds.
If the boundary component δ of Core (J) contains a half-block, then a half-block switch yields
another shortest representative and should be in Core (J) together with the octagon along which
the half-block lies. A similar argument works if δ is a half-chain. This proves (3).
Let C be a connected component of Q \ CORE (J). As explained above, C is a surface with
punctures and no boundary. If the genus of C is positive, then it contains two non-homotopic
non-separating (and thus essential) simple closed curves α and β with intersection number one.
The free-homotopy classes of these two closed curves are not represented in Core (J) (because
any representative of [α] should intersect β and vice versa), which is a contradiction. So C is
homeomorphic to a sphere with punctures.
As explained in the proof of item (2), an essential curve in C can be shortened to a shortest rep-
resentative within C, which, by definition of Core (J), must be contained in a boundary component
of C. If C has more than two punctures, then a figure-eight curve around two of the punctures is
not homotopic in C to any power of a loop around one of the punctures, which is thus impossible.
If C has one puncture, it has to be a fake-puncture (Q is connected), so C must be part of Core (J).
So C has two punctures. By the fact that Q is connected and by part (ii) of Definition 3.17, one of
the punctures is a funnel and the other one is fake. This settles item (4). Items (5) and (6) follow
immediately.
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Consider two subgroups J1, J2 ≤ Γ. It follows from a standard fact in the theory of covering
spaces that there is a morphism of tiled surfaces J1\U → J2\U commuting with the quotient maps
from U , if and only if J γ1 ≤ J2 for some conjugate J γ1 = γJ1γ−1 of J1. In this case, the morphism
J1\U → J2\U restricts to a morphism of the corresponding core surfaces:
Lemma 3.20. Let J1 ≤ J2 ≤ Γ and let f : J1\U → J2\U be the natural morphism. Then,
1. f restricts to a morphism Core (J1)→ Core (J2), and
2. for 1 6= γ ∈ J1, every shortest representative cycle of γJ2 in Core (J2) is an f -image of a
shortest representative cycle of γJ1 in Core (J1).
Proof. By definition, the morphism f preserves the orientation and labels of edges. So it follows
from Lemma 3.15 that it maps shortest representative cycles of free-homotopy classes to shortest
representative cycles of free-homotopy classes. It remains to show that the connected components
we add to the core surface of J1 in part (ii) of Definition 3.17 are also mapped to the core surface
of J2.
Let T be such a connected component, namely, a connected component of the complement of
the union of shortest cycles in J1\U which is added to Core (J1) in part (ii) of Definition 3.17.
Consider an octagon O in T . Let T ′ denote the connected component of f (O) in the complement
of the union of shortest cycles in J2\U . We claim that T ′ contains finitely many octagons, and
therefore, by Proposition 3.19(4), must be contained in Core (J2). In fact, all the octagons in T
′
are images of octagons in T . Indeed, for every octagon O′ in T ′, there is a “path of octagons” from
f (O) to O′, where each octagon shares an edge with the previous one. If we lift this path to a path
of octagons from O in J1\U , it cannot leave the connected component T . Hence O′ is an image of
some octagon in T . This proves (1).
Now for i = 1, 2, denote Qi = Ji\U . Let C be a shortest representative cycle of γJ1 in Q1, so
its image f (C) is a shortest representative for γJ2 in Q2, by Lemma 3.15. For any other cycle C′
which is a shortest representative of γJ2 in Q2, the (free) homotopy between f (C) and C′ in Q2
can be lifted to Q1 (this follows from the general theory of covering spaces, e.g., [Hat05, Page 30])
and therefore, in particular, C′ is an f -image of a cycle in Q1 which represents γJ1 and of the same
length as C. This proves (2).
Proposition 3.21. If J ≤ Γ is finitely generated then Core (J) is compact.
Proof. Suppose that J ≤ Γ is finitely generated and let S = {w1, . . . , wk} be a finite generating
set represented as words in F4. Let (Q, q) = J\ (U, u) be the pointed quotient of U with the base
point q being the image of the base point u. Then w1, . . . , wk correspond to unique, possibly not
cyclically reduced, cycles C1, . . . , Ck based at q. Consider the sub-surface Y of Q consisting of the
union
⋃k
i=1 Ci, and perform the boundary reduction algorithm (see Section 3.4) to obtain a tiled
sub-surface Y ′ ⊆ Q. Because Y is compact and the boundary reduction algorithm entails adding
(the closure of) finitely many octagons, Y ′ is compact. Moreover, for every 1 6= γ ∈ J , there is a
cycle in Y ′ which is a shortest representative of γJ : indeed, there is a cycle in Y representing γJ
because S generates, and whenever one shortens this cycle by replacing a long block or a long chain
by its complement, the result remains in Y ′.
We claim that every connected component C of Q \ Y ′ is a two-punctured sphere. As in the
proof of item (4) of Proposition 3.19, C cannot have positive genus. It cannot be a once-punctured
sphere because if this puncture is a funnel, Q is not connected, and if it is a fake-puncture, the
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boundary component of Y ′ along this fake-puncture is not boundary reduced. In addition, C cannot
have two fake-punctures, because Y ′ is connected and so there would be a free homotopy class of
essential curves such that any representative must go through C (between these two punctures).
If C contains a funnel, then any cycle in C representing a loop around this funnel has a shortest
representative in Y ′. These two cycles are isotopic in Q and therefore bound an annulus. So C
cannot contain two different funnels. We conclude that C is a twice-punctured sphere with one
funnel and one fake-puncture, as in Proposition 3.19(4).
Finally, enlarge Y ′ to obtain a slightly larger sub-surface Y ′′ ⊆ Q by repeatedly adding any
octagon which borders some half-block or half-chain in ∂Y ′. A combination of Lemma 3.18 and
Lemma 3.20 shows that this process ends after finitely many steps, so Y ′′ is also compact, and
moreover, it is strongly boundary reduced. Now Y ′′ contains every cycle which is a shortest rep-
resentative of a free homotopy class in Q: we explained above that Y ′ already contains one such
representative, and from Lemmas 3.18 and 3.20 it follows that any other representative is obtained
from the one in Y ′ by finitely many half-block switches and half-chain switches, as in Theorem
3.14(2). But Y ′′ is strongly boundary reduced, so all these steps never leave Y ′′. Because every
connected component of Q\Y ′′ contains infinitely many octagons, Y ′′ contains Core (J). This proves
the proposition.
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.5, Proposition 3.19(6) and Proposition 3.21, we get:
Corollary 3.22. If J ≤f.g. Γ is a finitely generated subgroup of Γ, then
En (Core (J)) = E2,n [fixJ ] .
3.6 Resolutions of tiled surfaces
Definition 3.23 (Resolutions). A resolution R of a tiled surface Y is a collection of morphisms of
tiled surfaces
R = {f : Y →Wf} ,
such that every morphism h : Y → Z of Y into a tiled surface Z with no boundary decomposes
uniquely as Y
f→Wf h↪→ Z, where f ∈ R and h is an embedding.
The purpose of introducing resolutions is the following obvious lemma. Recall the notation
En (Y ) and Eembn (Y ) from Section 3.2.
Lemma 3.24. If Y is a compact tiled surface and R is a finite resolution of Y , then
En (Y ) =
∑
f∈R
Eembn (Wf ) . (3.2)
Our main goal in the rest of this subsection is to prove the existence of a finite resolution
whenever we are given a compact tiled surface Y – this is the content of Theorem 3.29 below. This
resolution will consist strictly of boundary reduced tiled surfaces Wf , and some of these will even
be strongly boundary reduced. We shall make use of Theorem 3.29 mainly for Y a core surface of a
finitely generated subgroup of Γ. In this case the resolution we construct has even nicer properties
– see Proposition 3.30.
Ideally, we would have liked to get a resolution where all the elements are strongly boundary
reduced. Unfortunately, such a resolution does not always exist. The reason is that the strong
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boundary reduction algorithm does not always halt. For example, if Y = Core (〈[a, b]〉) and Z is
the tiled surface described on the left hand side of Figure 3.4, there is no compact tiled sub-surface
of Z which is strongly boundary reduced and contains the image of Y . Moreover, this example can
be used to show that there is no finite resolution with all Wf strongly boundary reduced even if we
only care about compact closed surfaces Z.
First, we define a process which serves as a “compromise” between the boundary reduction and
the strong boundary reduction algorithms, that will serve in the construction of the resolution. We
use notation from Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
Definition 3.25. Fix χ0 ∈ Z. Assume that h : Y → Z is a morphism between tiled surfaces where
Y is compact and Z has no boundary. Let W0 denote the h-image of Y in Z. Set i = 0. Perform
the following algorithm we call the growing process:
1. If one of the following conditions holds:
(a) Wi is strongly boundary reduced, or
(b) Wi is boundary reduced and χ (Wi) < χ0,
terminate and return h : Y →Wi.
2. Obtain Wi+1 from Wi by adding to Wi (the closure of) every octagon in Z \Wi which touches
along its boundary an edge of ∂Wi which is part of a half-block (this includes the case of a
long block), a long chain or a half-chain. Set i := i+ 1 and return to item 1.
It is clear that every step of this process is deterministic. Note that if the process ends when Wi
is strongly boundary reduced, then the outcome is a possible implementation of the strong boundary
reduction from Definition 3.11 (simply think of the octagons added at every step as ordered), and
by Proposition 3.12, Wi = SBR(Y ↪→ Z).
The growing process always terminates after finitely many steps:
Lemma 3.26. The process described in Definition 3.25 always terminates.
Proof. Let he (Wi) denote the number of hanging half-edges along the boundary of Wi (more pre-
cisely, hanging half-edges of the surface (Wi) +), and consider the triple
(d (Wi) , χ (Wi) ,−he (Wi)) . (3.3)
For every i, Wi is a compact sub-surface of Z, and so the three quantities are well-defined integers.
We claim that at every step in the growing process, the triple (3.3) strictly reduces with respect to
the lexicographic order.
Indeed, assume we do not halt after i steps, and let O1, . . . , Ok be the list of octagons in
Z \Wi which are added to Wi in order to obtain Wi+1. By the choice of octagons, it is clear that
d (Wi+1) ≤ d (Wi). If the inequality is strict, we are done. So assume d (Wi+1) = d (Wi). This
means that ∂ (Wi) contains no long blocks nor long chains, so it is boundary reduced, and that the
edges in the complements in Z of the half-blocks and half-chains at ∂ (Wi) all belong to ∂ (Wi+1).
In other words, let p1, . . . , pm be these complements in Z: so p
∗
j is a half-block of length 4 if pj is
a complement of a half-block, or a half-chain if pj is a complement of a half-chain. The equality
d (Wi+1) = d (Wi) means that all the edges in p1, . . . , pm belong to ∂Wi+1.
It is easy to see that in this case χ (Wi+1) ≤ χ (Wi): the number of new octagons and vertices
in Wi+1 at most balances the number of new edges. Let V denote the set of internal vertices in
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p1, . . . , pm (so not at their endpoints). We have strict inequality χ (Wi+1) < χ (Wi) if and only if
some v ∈ V belongs to Wi or to two different complements from p1, . . . , pm.
Now assume that d (Wi+1) = d (Wi) and χ (Wi+1) = χ (Wi). Then Wi is boundary reduced
and each of the complements p1, . . . , pm is a connected piece of ∂Wi+1. If Oj touches a half-block
of ∂Wi, its annexation adds a net of 16 hanging half-edges. Every octagon along a half-chain of
∂Wi also adds on average a net of 16 hanging half-edges. So if we add at least one octagon at the
(i+ 1)st step, −he strictly decreases. So indeed the triple (3.3) strictly decreases lexicographically
in every step.
Finally, there are at most finitely many steps in which d (Wi) decreases, because this is a non-
negative integer. So it is enough to show there cannot be infinitely many steps in which d (Wi)
is constant. If d (Wi+1) = d (Wi), then Wi is boundary reduced. If χ (Wi) keeps decreasing, then
eventually we hit the bound χ (Wi) < χ0 and halt. If d (Wi) and χ (Wi) are constant, then he (Wi)
increases constantly, but in every tiled surface W , he (W ) ≤ 8d (W ), so there cannot be infinitely
many steps of this type too. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 3.27. There is a bound B = B (Y ), independent of h : Y → Z, such that in the entire
growing process, at most B = B (Y ) octagons are added to W0.
Proof. Note that every boundary edge of W0 is necessarily an h-image of a boundary edge of Y ,
so that d (Wi) ≤ d (W0) ≤ d (Y ). In every step, we add at most d(Wi)3 ≤ d(Y )3 octagons. So it is
enough to bound the number of steps performed in the growing process until it terminates. There
are at most d(Y )2 steps in which d (Wi) strictly decreases (d (Wi+1) < d (Wi)). There are at most
(d (Y ) + 1) possible values of d (Wi). In steps where d (Wi) is unchanged, Wi is boundary reduced,
so by definition χ (Wi) ≥ χ0 (otherwise, the process terminates). Let pi0 (Y ) denote the number
of connected components of Y . For all i, Wi is a sub-surface of Z with at most pi0 (Y ) connected
components, and by the classification of surfaces, χ (Wi) ≤ 2pi0 (Y ). There are at most 2pi0 (Y )−χ0
steps with d (Wi) fixed and χ (Wi) strictly decreasing. Finally, when d (Wi) is constant there are at
most 2pi0 (Y ) − χ0 + 1 possible values of χ (Wi), and if d (Wi+1) = d (Wi) and χ (Wi+1) = χ (Wi)
then he (Wi+1) ≥ he (Wi) + 16 and he (Wi) ≤ 8d (Wi) ≤ 8d (Y ), so there at most d(Y )2 steps with the
same value of d (Wi) and χ (Wi). Overall there are at most
d (Y )
2
+ (d (Y ) + 1)
[
(2pi0 (Y )− χ0) + (2pi0 (Y )− χ0 + 1) · d (Y )
2
]
(3.4)
steps in the growing process. Define B (Y ) to be d(Y )3 times (3.4).
We can now define the sought-after resolution for compact tiled surfaces.
Definition 3.28. Suppose that Y is a compact tiled surface and χ0 ∈ Z a fixed integer. Define the
χ0-resolution of Y to be the collection
R = R (Y, χ0) = {f : Y →Wf}
obtained from all possible morphisms h : Y → Z from Y to a tiled surface Z with no boundary via
the growing process (the process applied with parameter χ0).
Theorem 3.29. Suppose Y is a compact tiled surface and χ0 ∈ Z a fixed integer. The collection
R = R (Y, χ0) from Definition 3.28 is a finite resolution of Y which satisfies further
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R1 for every f ∈ R, the tiled surface Wf is compact and boundary reduced, and
R2 for every f ∈ R with χ (Wf ) ≥ χ0, the tiled surface Wf is strongly boundary reduced.
Proof. By Lemma 3.26 and the halting conditions of the growing process, it is clear that every such
morphism in R satisfies R1 and R2. Given a morphism h : Y → Z as in Definition 3.28, h (Y ) (we
named W0) is a quotient of Y and therefore the number of cells in h (Y ) is bounded. From Lemma
3.27 we now conclude that that there is a bound on the number of cells in any Wf with f ∈ R. This
shows that R is finite as there are finitely many tiled-surfaces with given bounds on the number of
cells, and finitely many morphisms between two given compact tiled surfaces.
It remains to show that R is a resolution. By the way it was constructed, it is clear that every
morphism h : Y → Z with ∂Z = ∅, decomposes as
Y
f→Wf ↪→ Z (3.5)
and that f ∈ R. To show uniqueness, assume that h decomposes in an additional way
Y
ϕ→Wϕ ↪→ Z (3.6)
where Wϕ is the result of the growing process for some h
′ : Y → Z ′ with ∂Z ′ = ∅. We claim that
(3.5) and (3.6) are precisely the same decompositions of h. Indeed, the growing process defined by
h′ : Y → Z ′ takes place entirely inside Wϕ, and does not depend on the structure of Z ′\Wϕ: in the
(i+ 1)st step of the growing process, the decision whether or not to annex more octagons and where,
depends only on the structure and boundary of Wi. Consequently, the growing process defined by
the morphism h′ : Y → Z ′ has the exact same output, in terms of the resulting element we add to
R, as the growing process defined by the composition Y ϕ→ Wϕ ↪→ Z. But because the growing
process is deterministic, the latter is identical to the growing process defined by h : Y → Z.
As mentioned above, we will use Theorem 3.29 mainly with Y being a core surface. In this case,
the theorem can be strengthened as follows. Recall from Section 1 that given J ≤f.g. Γ, we denote
by MOG (J) the set of f.g. overgroups of J with maximal Euler characteristic, and by χmax (J) this
maximal Euler characteristic.
Proposition 3.30 (Addendum to Theorem 3.29). Let J ≤ Γ be a finitely generated subgroup and
χ0 ∈ Z. Let RJ,χ0 = {f : Core (J)→Wf} be the resolution R (Core (J) , χ0) from Definition 3.28.
Then RJ,χ0 satisfies further the following two properties.
R3 For every f ∈ RJ,χ0 with χ (Wf ) ≥ χ0, the tiled surface Wf is the core surface of some
f.g. K ≤ Γ with J ≤ K and f is the natural morphism between the two core surfaces.
R4 Assume that χ0 ≤ χmax (J). Then for every K ∈MOG (J), the natural morphism Core (J)→
Core (K) belongs to RJ,χ0.
By “the natural morphism between the core graphs” we mean the restriction of the morphism
J\U → K\U – see Lemma 3.20. Note that for K ≤f.g. Γ we have χ (K) = χ (Core (K)). Proposition
3.30 thus shows that as long χ0 ≤ χmax (J), there is a bijection between the elements of MOG (J)
and the elements in the resolution with maximal Euler characteristic.
Corollary 3.31. For every J ≤f.g. Γ, the set MOG (J) of f.g. overgroups of maximal Euler char-
acteristic is finite.
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Proof of Proposition 3.30. Suppose that f : Core (J) → Wf is as in the statement of Property
R3. In particular, Wf is strongly boundary reduced. Let j ∈ V (Core (J)) and assume without
loss of generality that J = pi1 (Core (J) , j) (if X is a tiled surface and x0 a vertex, we identify
pi1 (X,x0) with the subgroup
(
ϑX
)
∗ (pi1 (X,x0)) of pi1 (Σ2, o) = Γ). Define K
def
= pi1 (Wf , f (j)).
As Wf is compact, K is finitely generated. The immersion ϑ
K\U : K\U → Σ2 is a covering map,(
ϑWf
)
∗ (pi1 (Wf , f (j))) = K, and Wf is connected, so by the unique lifting property from the theory
of covering spaces [Hat05, Propositions 1.33 and 1.34], there is a unique lift of ϑWf to a morphism
g : (Wf , f (j)) → (K\U, k), where k is the image of u in the quotient K\U . We will show that g
gives an isomorphism between Wf and Core (K).
(Core (K) , k) 
 ι // (K\U, k)
ϑK\U

(Core (K) , k) 
 ι // (K\U, k)
m

(Core (J) , j)
f
//
66
(Wf , f (j))
ϑ
Wf
//
∃!g
77
(Σ2, o) (Wf , f (j))
  // (Z, f (j))
First we show that g (Wf ) ⊆ Core (K). Recall that Wf is the result of the growing process for
some h : Core (J)→ Z with ∂Z = ∅. Consider W0 def= h (Core (J)) ⊆ Z, the image of Core (J) in Z.
By Proposition 3.12, as Wf is the outcome of a strong boundary reduction of W0, it is unique and
so Wf = SBR (W0 ↪→ Z). By the unique lifting property, g ◦ f is the natural morphism Core (J)→
K\U , which, by Lemma 3.20, has image contained in Core (K). Hence g (W0) ⊆ Core (K). As
Core (K) is strongly boundary reduced and compact, the strong boundary reduction of g (W0) in
K\U is well defined and SBR (g (W0) ↪→ K\U) ⊆ Core (K). By Lemma 3.13,
g (Wf ) = g (SBR (W0 ↪→ Z)) ⊆ SBR (g (W0) ↪→ K\U) ⊆ Core (K) .
Now Z is a covering space of Σ2, and is identical to L\U for some L = pi1 (Z, h (j)) ≤ Γ. By
assumption R2, Wf is strongly boundary reduced, and so by Corollary 3.16 its embedding in Z is
pi1-injective. In other words, K ≤ L, and therefore there is a morphism m : (K\U, k)→ (Z, f (j)).
By the unique lifting property, the composition m ◦ g : (Wf , f (j))→ (Z, f (j)) must be identical to
the embedding (Wf , f (j)) ↪→ (Z, f (j)) and therefore g is injective. So g (Wf ) is a strongly boundary
reduced sub-surface of K\U with fundamental group K. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.21,
this means that g (Wf ) ⊇ Core (K). We conclude that g : Wf → Core (K) is an isomorphism, and
R3 is proven.
To prove R4, suppose that K ∈MOG (J). Let h : Core (J)→ K\U be the natural morphism.
By the definition of the resolution RJ , the morphism h factors as Core (J) f→ Wf ↪→ K\U for
some f ∈ RJ . Because h (Core (J)) ⊆ Core (K) (by Lemma 3.20), and because Core (K) is strongly
boundary reduced, we have Wf ⊆ Core (K).
Let C be a connected component of Core (K) \ Wf . As Wf is boundary reduced, C is not
homeomorphic to an open disc. As C has at least one puncture, χ (C) ≤ 0. Because
χ (K) = χ (Core (K)) = χ (Wf ) +
∑
C
χ (C) ,
the sum being over all connected components of Core (K)\Wf , we conclude that χ (Wf ) ≥ χ (K) =
χmax (J) ≥ χ0. By R2, Wf is strongly boundary reduced and by R3, Wf = Core (M) for some
subgroup M . But then M ∈MOG (J), χ (Core (M)) = χ (K), and every connected component C
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of Core (K) \Wf satisfies χ (C) = 0. As C has at least one puncture, it must be a twice-punctured
sphere or a once-punctured disc. Every puncture in C corresponds to a boundary component of
Wf = Core (M). If C is a twice-punctured sphere, the corresponding two boundary components
of Core (M) are isotopic which is impossible by Lemmas 3.18 and 3.20 and the fact that Core (M)
is strongly boundary reduced. If C is a once-punctured disc, then the corresponding boundary
component of Core (M) is isotopic to the boundary of C, which is also boundary reduced (as a
boundary component of Core (K)). This is also impossible. Therefore Wf = Core (M) = Core (K).
Corollary 3.32. Suppose 1 6= γ ∈ Γ is a non-trivial element. Let q be the maximal natural number
such that γ = γ q0 for some γ0 ∈ Γ, and d(q) the number of positive divisors of q. Then Core (〈γ〉)
has a finite resolution Rγ = {f : Core (〈γ〉)→Wf} with Wf boundary reduced for every f ∈ Rγ, and
with exactly d (q) elements f ∈ Rγ with χ (Wf ) ≥ 0. Moreover, these d (q) elements are precisely
fm : Core (〈γ〉)→ Core (〈γ m0 〉) (3.7)
for m | q, where fm is the natural morphism between the core graphs.
Proof. Construct Rγ = {f : Core (〈γ〉)→Wf} as R (Core (〈γ〉) , 0) from Definition 3.28. By Theo-
rem 3.29 and Proposition 3.30, the elements in Rγ with χ (Wf ) = 0 are precisely the core surfaces
of the subgroups in MOG (〈γ〉). So it remains to show only that MOG (〈γ〉) are precisely 〈γ m0 〉
with m | q.
But f.g. subgroups K ≤ Γ with χ (K) = 0 are necessarily cyclic. Assume K = 〈δ〉 ∈MOG (〈γ〉),
so γ ∈ 〈δ〉, and we may assume that γ is a positive power of δ (otherwise switch to δ−1). As every
finitely generated subgroup of Γ of infinite index is free (e.g., [Sco78]), and a subgroup of index
t of Γg cannot be generated by less then t (2g − 1) + 1 elements, we conclude that the subgroup
〈δ, γ0〉 ≤ Γ is free. Because there is a relation γ q0 = δk for some k ∈ N, it must be a cyclic subgroup.
By definition, γ0 is not a proper power, and so δ must be a positive power of γ0, and hence δ = γ
m
0
for some m | q.
4 The probability of an embedded tiled surface
4.1 Overview of this section
This short overview is meant to make the results of this section more transparent and to stress an
analogy with known results about the zeta function of Sn. For simplicity, we keep assuming g = 2.
As explained in Section 2.7,
|Xn| = |X2,n| = (n!)3 ·
∑
λ`n
1
d 2λ
. (4.1)
If {λ (n)}n≥n0 is a family of Young diagrams obtained by extending the first row, as in Section 2.7,
then dλ(n) is a polynomial in n of degree bλ (Lemma 2.10), and so the contribution of λ (n) and of
ˇλ (n) to (4.1) is a rational function in n for every n ≥ n0. Proposition 2.8 (due to [LS04, Gam06])
states that up to order O
(
n−2b
)
, the zeta function in (4.1) is determined by those families of Young
diagrams with bλ < b and their transpose.
In this Section 4 we prove something analogous for Eembn (Y ) where Y is a compact tiled surface.
Recall that we write v = v(Y ), e = e(Y ), f = f(Y ) for the number of vertices, edges, and octagons
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of Y , respectively. We will use the letter f for an element of {a, b, c, d} and write ef = ef (Y ) for
the number of f -labeled edges of Y . The first major result is that, depending on a choice of four
constant permutations σ±f , τ
±
f ∈ S′v per letter (defined in Section 4.3), we have
Eembn (Y ) =
(n!)3
|Xn| ·
(n)v (n)f∏
f (n)ef
·
∑
ν`n−v
HY (ν) , (4.2)
where HY (ν) is some explicit function. This follows from Theorem 4.12. Notice that as n → ∞,
the first fraction in (4.2) is (n!)
3
|Xn| =
1
2 +O
(
n−2
)
by Proposition 2.8, and the second one is
(n)v(n)f∏
f (n)ef
=
nχ(Y )
(
1 +O
(
n−1
))
. So (4.2) gives that
Eembn (Y ) =
(
1
2
+O
(
n−1
))
nχ(Y ) ·
∑
ν`n−v
HY (ν) . (4.3)
Next, our analysis shows that by considering, as above, families of Young diagrams {ν (n)}n≥n0 ,
then for large enough n, HY (ν (n)) is equal to a converging series
∑K
j=−∞ βjn
j , with K = K (Y, ν)
some integer. Section 4.8 then shows that for any given M , there is finite set of families ν (n), with
bν and bˇν bounded, such that all remaining summmands in
∑
ν`n−vHY (ν) outside these families
contribute jointly O
(
n−M
)
– this is analogous to Proposition 2.8. Because every tiled surface admits
finite resolutions as in Section 3.6, this quickly leads to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 5.
In fact, the analysis so far could have been carried out with graphs (core graphs a` la Stallings)
rather than with tiled surfaces. The importance of tiled surfaces and, moreover, of (strongly)
boundary reduced tiled surfaces, is in our ability to determine the order of magnitude of HY (ν).
Our analysis here culminates in Proposition 4.23 and Section 4.9, from which it follows that when
Y is boundary reduced,
HY (ν (n)) =
1
d 2ν
·O (1)
as n→∞, and when Y is strongly boundary reduced,
HY (ν (n)) =
1
d 2ν
(
1 +O
(
1
n
))
. (4.4)
This shows that the analysis of the zeta function in (4.1) can be viewed as a special case of our
results. Indeed, when Y = Y∅ is the empty tiled surface (which is, in particular, strongly boundary
reduced), (4.2) together with (4.4) yield that
|Xn| = |Xn| · Eembn (Y∅) = (n!)3 ·
∑
ν`n
HY∅ (ν) = (n!)
3 ·
∑
ν`n
1
d 2ν
(
1 +O
(
1
n
))
.
What we achieve here is the extension of this result to general strongly boundary reduced tiled
surfaces, with an extra factor of nχ(Y ) appearing. If Y is merely boundary reduced, we obtain the
same result up to multiplicative constants.
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A remark about composing permutations
A technical but important remark is due. The bijection
φ 7→ Xφ
Hom(Γ, Sn)→ {degree-n covers of Σ2}
described previously involves the version of Sn where permutations are composed with the left-
most permutation acting first. On the other hand, since in the rest of the paper, we work with
permutations in detail, and specifically with the representation theory of Sn, it is more standard to
view permutations as functions from [n] to [n] and hence to multiply according to composition of
functions (functions acting from the left). So in the rest of the paper, permutations will be composed
with the right-most permutation acting first. These two versions of Sn are isomorphic, of course,
and one isomorphism is given by inv : Sn → Sn defined by σ 7→ σ−1.
Accordingly, by post-multiplication with inv, we turn a homomorphism
φ ∈ Xn = Hom (Γ2, Sn (left−to−right version))
into a homomorphism
φ
def
= inv ◦ φ ∈ Hom (Γ2, Sn (right−to−left version)) .
The homomorphism φ satisfies φ (γ) = φ (γ)−1 for every γ ∈ Γ2. In particular, with composition of
permutations from right to left, the four permutations φ (a) , φ (b) , φ (c) , φ (d) ∈ Sn satisfy[
φ (a)−1 , φ (b)−1
] [
φ (c)−1 , φ (d)−1
]
=
[
φ (a), φ (b)
] [
φ (c), φ (d)
]
= 1,
or, equivalently (taking the inverse of the resulting permutation),[
φ(d)−1, φ(c)−1
] [
φ(b)−1, φ(a)−1
]
= 1.
This means that the word
[
d−1, c−1
] [
b−1, a−1
]
will appear below at several points. Note that the
image of γ ∈ Γ under φ is the inverse of φ (γ). But since a permutation and its inverse have the
same cycle-structure in Sn, this does not affect the statistics we study in this paper.
4.2 Tiled surfaces and double cosets
We assume that Y is a compact tiled surface. In this section we assume n ∈ N with n ≥ v. We fix
an arbitrary bijection J : Y (0) → [v], and view (Y,J ) as fixed in this §4. We modify J slightly for
technical reasons11 by letting
Jn : Y (0) → [n− v + 1, n], Jn(v) def= J (v) + n− v. (4.5)
Then (Y,Jn) is a vertex-labeled tiled surface for each n. We are interested in the quantity Eembn (Y ),
but because the uniform measure on Xn is invariant under conjugation by Sn, and Sn acts transitively
11The reason for using this modification comes from a convention in the representation theoretic methods we use
below.
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on ordered tuples of size v in [n], we have
Eembn (Y ) =
n!
(n− v)!
|Xn(Y,Jn)|
|Xn| (4.6)
where
Xn(Y,Jn) def= {φ ∈ Xn : there is an embedding Y ↪→ Xφ inducing Jn} .
(Recall from §§3.1 that the vertices of Xφ are labeled by [n]. Also, recall that an embedding
Y ↪→ Xφ inducing Jn, if it exists, is unique.) Hence we are interested in the size of the set Xn(Y,Jn).
Henceforth, we use the map Jn and the previous labelings of the vertices of Xφ to identify the vertex
sets of Y and Xφ with subsets of N.
For each letter f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, let V−f = V−f (Y ) ⊂ [n − v + 1, n] be the subset of vertices of Y
with outgoing f -labeled edges, and V+f ⊂ [n− v+ 1, n] those vertices of Y with incoming f -labeled
edges. Note that ef = |V±f |. For each choice of ±, we let G±f denote the subgroup of Sn that fixes
V±f and write
G± def= G±a ×G±b ×G±c ×G±d ≤ S 4n .
Our approach to calculating the size of Xn(Y,Jn) is based on the following observation.
Lemma 4.1. For each f ∈ {a, b, c, d} let g0f ∈ Sn be a fixed element with the property that for every
pair of vertices i, j of Y ⊂ [n−v+1, n] with a directed f -labeled edge from i to j, we have g0f (i) = j.
The map
Xn → S4n, φ 7→ (φ(a), φ(b), φ(c), φ(d))
restricts to a bijection between Xn(Y,Jn) and the tuples (ga, gb, gc, gd) ∈ S4n such that
• (ga, gb, gc, gd) is in the double coset G+(g0a, g0b , g0c , g0d)G−, and
• [g−1d , g−1c ] [g−1b , g−1a ] = 1.
Recall the notation S′v for the subgroup of Sn fixing [n − v] pointwise. We now fix g0f ∈ S′v
satisfying Lemma 4.1 consistently for each n in the sense that g0f is chosen when n = v and then
defined for arbitrary n by the isomorphisms Sv ∼= S′v given in (2.12). We write g0 def= (g0a, g0b , g0c , g0d).
Notice that g0f (V−f ) = V+f and
G+f = g
0
fG
−
f
(
g0f
)−1
.
In the rest of the paper, whenever we write an integral over a group, it is performed with respect
to the uniform measure. Lemma 4.1 allows us to write |Xn(Y,Jn)| as a conditioned integral over a
double coset:
Corollary 4.2. We have
|Xn(Y,Jn)| =
∣∣G+g0G−∣∣ ∫
h±f ∈G±f
1
{[(
h+d g
0
dh
−
d
)−1
,
(
h+c g
0
ch
−
c
)−1] [(
h+b g
0
bh
−
b
)−1
,
(
h+a g
0
ah
−
a
)−1]
= 1
}
.
Proof. Let I denote the integral above. The quantity |G+| · |G−| · I is the number of elements
(h+, h−) ∈ G+ × G− such that h+g0h− = (ga, gb, gc, gd) with [g−1d , g−1c ][g−1b , g−1a ] = 1. But every
such ga, gb, gc, gd arises from exactly
|G+|·|G−|
|G+g0G−| pairs (h
+, h−). Hence by Lemma 4.1, |Xn(Y,Jn)| is
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given by
∣∣{(ga, gb, gc, gd) ∈ G+g0G− : [g−1d , g−1c ][g−1b , g−1a ] = 1}∣∣ = |G+| · |G−| · |G+g0G−| · I|G+| · |G−| = |G+g0G−| · I.
Corollary 4.3. We have
|Xn(Y,Jn)| = |G
+g0G−|
n!
∑
λ`n
dλΘλ (Y,Jn)
where
Θλ (Y,Jn) def=
∫
h±f ∈G±f
χλ
([(
h+d g
0
dh
−
d
)−1
,
(
h+c g
0
ch
−
c
)−1] [(
h+b g
0
bh
−
b
)−1
,
(
h+a g
0
ah
−
a
)−1])
.
Here χλ is the character of Sn corresponding to the irreducible representation V
λ.
Proof. Using Schur orthogonality, write
1{g = 1} = 1
n!
∑
λ`n
dλχλ(g)
and insert this expression into Corollary 4.2.
The quantity |G+g0G−| appearing in Corollary 4.3 is not difficult to understand:
Lemma 4.4. With notations as above,
|G+g0G−| =
∏
f∈a,b,c,d
(n− ef )!.
In the next sections we focus our attention on the quantities Θλ(Y,Jn).
4.3 Construction of auxiliary permutations
In order to obtain an expression for Θλ(Y,Jn) that leads to good analytic estimates, we introduce
further maps
σ+f , σ
−
f , τ
+
f , τ
−
f ∈ S′v ⊂ Sn
for each f ∈ {a, b, c, d}. These should be thought of as orderings of the vertices with indices from
[n− v+ 1, n], other than the one fixed by Jn. We will first describe the construction of these maps,
and then note their properties.
Recall from Section 3.1 that Y (1) carries the structure of a ribbon graph and this gives us a
way to thicken it up to an oriented surface with boundary with an embedded copy of the graph
Y (1). Also recall, from Section 3.3, that we constructed a larger object Y+ by adding extra hanging
half-edges to the vertices. The one-skeleton Y
(1)
+ also has a cyclic ordering of the half-edges (hanging
or otherwise) at each vertex and so Y
(1)
+ can be thickened up to a ‘cut’ ribbon graph with some
half-ribbon edges. In this picture, every edge is thickened to a thin rectangle, and every hanging
half-edge is thickened up to a thin half-rectangle.
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So every vertex of Y has eight incident half-edges (hanging or otherwise), and each of these
half-edges has two sides. The 16 maps
{
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
f∈{a,b,c,d}
correspond to these 16 sides of half-
edges at each vertex: σ−f and τ
−
f correspond to the sides of the outgoing f -half-edge, while σ
+
f
and τ+f correspond to the sides of the incoming f -half-edge. Finally, σ
±
f correspond to the left side
of the outgoing and incoming f -half-edges, while τ±f correspond to the right side of these f -half-
edges, where ’left’ and ’right’ here are with respect to the direction of the half-edge. (We keep our
convention from Section 3 that boundary cycles are oriented so that the object lies to the right. In
particular, the boundary of an octagon is [a, b] [c, d] when followed in counter-clockwise direction.)
See the left hand side of Figure 4.1.
The definition of σ±f , τ
±
f is based on the following choices:
• Numbering octagons: Number the f octagons of Y by distinct elements in [v− f + 1, v].
• Numbering full edges at ∂Y : For every f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, there are ef − f left-sides of full
f -edges that belong to the boundary ∂Y (as compared with f left-sides of full f -edges that
meet octagons of Y ). Number them by distinct values in [v− ef + 1, v− f]. Similarly, number
the ef − f right-sides of full f -edges belonging to ∂Y by distinct values in the same range
[v− ef + 1, v− f].
• Numbering hanging half-edges: For each f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, there are precisely v−ef outgoing
f -labeled hanging half-edges, and we number them by distinct numbers in [v− ef ]. Using the
matching determined by g0f between outgoing and incoming f -labeled hanging half-edges, the
numbering we have just chosen induces a numbering also of the incoming f -labeled hanging
half-rectangles by numbers in [v− ef ].
We now define σ±f and τ
±
f as follows. For every vertex v of Y and a side of an incident half-edge
(hanging or otherwise), we need to determine the image of v under the permutation among σ±f , τ
±
f
corresponding to this side-of-half-edge.
• If the half-edge is part of a full-edge of Y , then,
– if the side in question meets an octagon numbered i, we map v 7→ n− v + i, and
– if the side in question belongs to ∂Y and the full-edge is numbered j, map v 7→ n−v+ j.
• If this is a hanging half-edge numbered k, we map v 7→ n− v + k.
This is illustrated in the right hand side of Figure 4.1, which shows some vertex v of some tiled
surface Y , and the numbering of incident octagons, of exposed sides of full-edges and of hanging
half-edges. In that case, the images of v under σ±f and τ
±
f are the following:
σ−a (v) = n− v + 9 σ−b (v) = n− v + 3 σ−c (v) = n− v + 6 σ−d (v) = n− v + 4
σ+a (v) = n− v + 7 σ+b (v) = n− v + 5 σ+c (v) = n− v + 4 σ+d (v) = n− v + 3
τ−a (v) = n− v + 10 τ−b (v) = n− v + 3 τ−c (v) = n− v + 5 τ−d (v) = n− v + 9
τ+a (v) = n− v + 3 τ+b (v) = n− v + 10 τ+c (v) = n− v + 4 τ+d (v) = n− v + 3.
We note the following properties of the maps we defined, all of which are evident from the construc-
tion.
Lemma 4.5. When the vertices of Y are identified with [n− v + 1, n] according to Jn, the 16 maps
σ+f , σ
−
f , τ
+
f , τ
−
f we defined indeed belong to S
′
v ⊂ Sn. Moreover, they satisfy the following properties:
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Figure 4.1: The figure on the left shows a local picture of a vertex v in the thick version of some tiled
surface with hanging half-edges Y+, and the correspondence between the 16 maps σ
±
f , τ
±
f and the
16 sides of half-edges incident to v. The figure on the right illustrates how numbering of octagons,
of exposed sides of full-edges, and of hanging half-edges, determines the values of σ±f , τ
±
f at v. In
this figure, continuous black lines mark pieces of the boundary of the thick version of Y+, whereas
dotted black lines mark boundary pieces of Y
(1)
+ to which octagons are glued in Y+. The vertex v
in the center of the figure is incident with two octagons, numbered 9 and 10; with three hanging
half-edges numbered 3 (outgoing b and incoming d) and 4 (incoming c); and with five half-edges
belonging to full-edges, with a total of six exposed sides, the numbering of which is described in the
figure. The images of this vertex under σ±f and τ
±
f are listed in page 45.
P1 For all f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, σ±f (V±f ) = τ±f (V±f ) = [n− ef + 1, n].
P2 For all f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, (σ+f )−1σ−f = (τ+f )−1τ−f = g0f .
P3 For all f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, σ±f |[n]\V±f = τ
±
f |[n]\V±f .
P4 Each of the permutations
σ−b
(
σ+a
)−1
, τ+a
(
σ+b
)−1
, τ+b
(
τ−a
)−1
, σ−c
(
τ−b
)−1
, σ−d
(
σ+c
)−1
, τ+c
(
σ+d
)−1
, τ+d
(
τ−c
)−1
, σ−a
(
τ−d
)−1
fixes every element of [n− f + 1, n].
P5 The permutations σ±f , τ
±
f are the same for each n in the sense that they change with n via the
fixed isomorphisms between Sv and S
′
v ≤ Sn in (2.12).
From now on, assume that we have fixed σ±f , τ
±
f with properties P1-P5. We do this once and
for all for every tiled surface Y (including the choice of J ).
4.4 Integrating over double cosets
We briefly review some linear algebra. Recall that Vˇ λ is the vector space of complex linear function-
als on V λ. If V λ has orthonormal basis {vi}, then Vˇ λ has a dual basis {vˇi} defined by vˇi(v) def= 〈v, vi〉.
Requiring the vˇi to be orthonormal defines a Hermitian inner product on Vˇ
λ. The action of Sn on
Vˇ λ is by g[φ](v)
def
= φ(g−1v). If Aji
def
= 〈gvi, vj〉 so that g acts by the matrix A = (Aij) on V λ in this
basis, then
g[vˇi](vk) = vˇi
[∑
`
(A−1)`kv`
]
=
(
A−1
)
ik
,
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so
g[vˇi] =
∑
k
(
A−1
)
ik
vˇk.
We now give some motivation for what will follow. The function
S4n → R, (ga, gb, gc, gd) 7→ χλ
([
g−1d , g
−1
c
] [
g−1b , g
−1
a
])
,
that we wish to integrate over a double coset in S4n, can clearly be written as a finite sum of finite
products of matrix coefficients of the gf and g
−1
f in V
λ. However, this is not the route we wish to
take. Instead, following a philosophy similar to that used in the development of the Weingarten
calculus (see for example, [CS´06]), we aim to write this function more holistically as (what is
essentially) one single matrix coefficient in one single representation. To this end, consider the
vector space
W λ
def
= V λa ⊗ Vˇ λa ⊗ V λb ⊗ Vˇ λb ⊗ V λc ⊗ Vˇ λc ⊗ V λd ⊗ Vˇ λd (4.7)
as a unitary representation of S4n. We write an element of S
4
n as (ga, gb, gc, gd) and the subscripts
above indicate which coordinate acts on which factor.
Let Bλ ∈ End(W λ) be defined via matrix coefficients by the formula
〈Bλ (v1 ⊗ vˇ2 ⊗ v3 ⊗ vˇ4 ⊗ v5 ⊗ vˇ6 ⊗ v7 ⊗ vˇ8) , w1 ⊗ wˇ2 ⊗ w3 ⊗ wˇ4 ⊗ w5 ⊗ wˇ6 ⊗ w7 ⊗ wˇ8〉 def=
〈v1, w3〉 〈v3, v2〉 〈w2, v4〉 〈w4, w5〉 〈v5, w7〉 〈v7, v6〉 〈w6, v8〉 〈w8, w1〉 . (4.8)
Remark 4.6. One could also order the tensor factors in (4.7) according to the order specified by the
word [a, b] [c, d], namely V λa ⊗V λb ˇ⊗V λa ⊗ Vˇ λb ⊗V λc ⊗V λd ⊗ Vˇ λc ⊗ Vˇ λd . In this case, the definition of Bλ
would be more natural: 〈v1, w2〉 〈v2, v3〉 〈w3, v4〉 〈w4, w5〉 〈v5, w6〉 〈v6, v7〉 〈w7, v8〉 〈w8, w1〉 and easily
generalizable to arbitrary words. We chose to stick with the order in (4.7) for ease of notation in
the sequel, e.g. in Lemma 4.9.
Our approach to calculating Θλ(Y,Jn) is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. For any (ga, gb, gc, gd) ∈ S4n, we have
trWλ (Bλ ◦ (ga, gb, gc, gd)) = χλ
([
g−1d , g
−1
c
] [
g−1b , g
−1
a
])
.
Proof. Let vi be any orthonormal basis of V
λ. Let aji
def
= 〈gavi, vj〉 be the matrix coefficients of the
matrix a = (aij) by which g acts on V
λ with respect to {vi}. Similarly define matrices b, c, d for
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gb, gc, gd in V
λ. We have
trWλ(Bλ ◦ (ga, gb, gc, gd)) =
∑
i1,...,i8
〈Bλ ◦ (ga, gb, gc, gd)vi1 ⊗ vˇi2 ⊗ vi3 ⊗ vˇi4 ⊗ vi5 ⊗ vˇi6 ⊗ vi7 ⊗ vˇi8 ,
vi1 ⊗ vˇi2 ⊗ vi3 ⊗ vˇi4 ⊗ vi5 ⊗ vˇi6 ⊗ vi7 ⊗ vˇi8〉
=
∑
i1,...,i8
j1,...,j8
aj1i1(a
−1)i2j2bj3i3(b
−1)i4j4cj5i5(c
−1)i6j6dj7i7(d
−1)i8j8 ·
〈Bλvj1 ⊗ vˇj2 ⊗ vj3 ⊗ vˇj4 ⊗ vj5 ⊗ vˇj6 ⊗ vj7 ⊗ vˇj8 ,
vi1 ⊗ vˇi2 ⊗ vi3 ⊗ vˇi4 ⊗ vi5 ⊗ vˇi6 ⊗ vi7 ⊗ vˇi8〉
=
∑
j1,j2,j4,j5,j6,j8,i1,i4
aj1i1(a
−1)j4j2bj2j1(b
−1)i4j4cj5i4(c
−1)j8j6dj6j5(d
−1)i1j8
=
∑
j1,j2,j4,j5,j6,j8,i1,i4
(d−1)i1j8(c
−1)j8j6dj6j5cj5i4(b
−1)i4j4(a
−1)j4j2bj2j1aj1i1
= χλ
([
g−1d , g
−1
c
] [
g−1b , g
−1
a
])
.
The third equality used (4.8).
Using Lemma 4.7 allows us to relate Θλ(Y,Jn) to orthogonal projections in the space W λ. For
each f ∈ {a, b, c, d} let P±f be the orthogonal projection in W λ onto the vectors that are invariant
by G±f . We let Q
± def= P±a P
±
b P
±
c P
±
d .
Lemma 4.8. We have Θλ(Y,Jn) = trWλ
(
BλQ
+g0Q−
)
.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.7, we can write
Θλ(Y,Jn) =
∫
h±f ∈G±f
χλ
([(
h+d g
0
dh
−
d
)−1
,
(
h+c g
0
ch
−
c
)−1] [(
h+b g
0
bh
−
b
)−1
,
(
h+a g
0
ah
−
a
)−1])
= trWλ
(
BλP
+
a P
+
b P
+
c P
+
d g
0P−a P
−
b P
−
c P
−
d
)
= trWλ
(
BλQ
+g0Q−
)
.
Hence, we now wish to calculate tr
(
BλQ
+g0Q−
)
. For each f ∈ {a, b, c, d} and T ∈ Tab(λ) let
v
σ±f
T
def
=
(
σ±f
)−1
(vT ) , v
τ±f
T
def
=
(
τ±f
)−1
(vT ) . (4.9)
Similarly, if ν ⊂v λ, recalling that if T ∈ Tab(λ/ν), wT denotes the corresponding Gelfand-Tsetlin
basis element of V λ/ν , we define
w
σ±f
T
def
=
(
σ±f
)−1
(wT ) , w
τ±f
T
def
=
(
τ±f
)−1
(wT ) ;
this makes sense as σ±f and τ
±
f are in S
′
v. Recalling the notation Eλµ,R1,R2 from Lemma 2.4 (where
µ ⊂ λ), we define
Eλ,f,±µ,R1,R2
def
=
(
σ±f
)−1 ⊗ (τ±f )−1 (Eλµ,R1,R2) . (4.10)
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Lemma 4.9. For fixed choice of ±, and λ ` n, the elements{
Eλ,a,±µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,±
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,±µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,±
µd,Sd,Td
: µf ⊂ef λ, Sf , Tf ∈ Tab(λ/µf )
}
(4.11)
are an orthonormal basis for the G± invariant vectors in W λ.
Proof. Throughout this proof, fix a choice of sign in all occurrences of ±. Consider W λ as a module
for G
def
= S
(1)
a × S(2)a × S(1)b × S(2)b × S(1)c × S(2)c × S(1)d × S(2)d where all the S(i)f are isomorphic copies
of Sn, S
(1)
f acts on the V
λ
f factor and S
(2)
f acts on the Vˇ
λ
f factor of W
λ. Given subgroups Hf of Sn
for each f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, write ∆(Ha, Hb, Hc, Hd) for the subgroup consisting of tuples of the form
(ga, ga, gb, gb, gc, gc, gd, gd) with each gf ∈ Hf . The statement of Lemma 4.9 is equivalent to the
statement that the set given in (4.11) is an orthonormal basis for the ∆(G±a , G
±
b , G
±
c , G
±
d )-invariant
elements.
We have
Eλ,a,±µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,±
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,±µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,±
µd,Sd,Td
=(
σ±a , τ
±
a , σ
±
b , τ
±
b , σ
±
c , τ
±
c , σ
±
d , τ
±
d
)−1 Eλµa,Sa,Ta ⊗ Eλµb,Sb,Tb ⊗ Eλµc,Sc,Tc ⊗ Eλµd,Sd,Td .
We note that (σ±a , τ±a , σ
±
b , τ
±
b , σ
±
c , τ
±
c , σ
±
d , τ
±
d ) acts unitarily on W
λ, and by Lemma 2.4, the vectors
Eλµa,Sa,Ta ⊗ Eλµb,Sb,Tb ⊗ Eλµc,Sc,Tc ⊗ Eλµd,Sd,Td are an orthonormal basis for the
∆(Sn−ea , Sn−eb , Sn−ec , Sn−ed)-invariant vectors in W
λ. Therefore the set given in (4.11) is an or-
thonormal basis of invariant vectors for the group(
σ±a , τ
±
a , σ
±
b , τ
±
b , σ
±
c , τ
±
c , σ
±
d , τ
±
d
)−1
∆ (Sn−ea , Sn−eb , Sn−ec , Sn−ed)
(
σ±a , τ
±
a , σ
±
b , τ
±
b , σ
±
c , τ
±
c , σ
±
d , τ
±
d
)
.
It remains to prove that this group is ∆(G±a , G
±
b , G
±
c , G
±
d ). By property P1, this group is contained
in G±a × G±a × G±b × G±b × G±c × G±c × G±d × G±d . Combining this with property P3, the group
displayed above is equal to ∆(G±a , G
±
b , G
±
c , G
±
d ), as required.
Lemma 4.10. We have
g0
(
Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
)
= Eλ,a,+µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,+
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,+µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,+
µd,Sd,Td
.
Proof. This follows from property P2 together with the definitions of Eλ,f,±µf ,Sf ,Tf in (4.10).
Proposition 4.11. Recalling the definition of Θλ(Y,Jn) from Corollary 4.3, we have
Θλ(Y,Jn) =
∑
ν⊂v−fλ′⊂fλ
dλ/λ′dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ′
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf} , λ′
)
, (4.12)
where
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf} , λ′
)
def
=
∑
r+f , r
−
f ∈ Tab (µf/ν)
sf , tf ∈ Tab
(
λ′/µf
)
M
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
(4.13)
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and M
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
is the following product of matrix coefficients
M
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
def
=
〈
σ−b
(
σ+a
)−1
wr+a unionsqsa , wr−b unionsqsb
〉〈
τ+a
(
σ+b
)−1
wr+b unionsqsb , wr+a unionsqta
〉
·〈
τ+b
(
τ−a
)−1
wr−a unionsqta , wr+b unionsqtb
〉〈
σ−c
(
τ−b
)−1
wr−b unionsqtb , wr−c unionsqsc
〉
·〈
σ−d
(
σ+c
)−1
wr+c unionsqsc , wr−d unionsqsd
〉〈
τ+c
(
σ+d
)−1
wr+d unionsqsd , wr+c unionsqtc
〉
·〈
τ+d
(
τ−c
)−1
wr−c unionsqtc , wr+d unionsqtd
〉〈
σ−a
(
τ−d
)−1
wr−d unionsqtd , wr−a unionsqsa
〉
.(4.14)
Before proving Proposition 4.11, we say a word about the interpretation of the formula. Recall
that the permutations σ±f and τ
±
f all belong to S
′
v ≤ Sn. But by property P4, the eight permutations
appearing in (4.14) all restrict to the identity on [n− f + 1, n], and so can be seen as permutations
on [n− v + 1, n− f]. For every pi ∈
{
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, pi−1 ([n− v + 1, n− f]) correspond to vertices where
the corresponding side-of-half-f -edge belongs either to a hanging half-edge, or to an exposed side
of a full-edge. One should think of r−f as the skew Young tableau consisting of indices of outgoing
hanging half-edges labeled f , of r+f as the tableau of incoming hanging half-edges labeled f , of sf as
the tableau of exposed left-sides of full f -edges and of tf as the tableau of exposed right-sides of full
f -edges. Then indeed, for example, the indices corresponding to σ−f are r
−
f unionsqsf , those corresponding
to σ+f are r
+
f unionsqsf , those corresponding to τ−f are r−f unionsq tf , and those corresponding to τ+f are r+f unionsq tf .
Proof of Proposition 4.11. By Lemmas 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, we have
Θλ (Y,Jn) = tr
(
BλQ+g
0Q−
)
=
∑
µf ⊂ef λ,
Sf , Tf ∈ Tab (λ/µf )
〈
BλQ+g
0
[
Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
]
,
Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
〉
=
∑
µf ⊂ef λ,
Sf , Tf ∈ Tab (λ/µf )
〈
Bλ
[
Eλ,a,+µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,+
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,+µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,+
µd,Sd,Td
]
,
Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
〉
.
(4.15)
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Using (2.4), (4.8) and (4.10), we obtain〈
Bλ
[
Eλ,a,+µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,+
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,+µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,+
µd,Sd,Td
]
, Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
〉
=
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
∑
R+f ,R
−
f ∈Tab(µf)〈
Bλ
[
vσ
+
a
R+a unionsqSa ⊗ vˇ
τ+a
R+a unionsqTa ⊗ v
σ+b
R+b unionsqSb
⊗ vˇτ
+
b
R+b unionsqTb
⊗ vσ+c
R+c unionsqSc ⊗ vˇ
τ+c
R+c unionsqTc ⊗ v
σ+d
R+d unionsqSd
⊗ vˇτ
+
d
R+d unionsqTd
]
,
vσ
−
a
R−a unionsqSa ⊗ vˇ
τ−a
R−a unionsqTa ⊗ v
σ−b
R−b unionsqSb
⊗ vˇτ
−
b
R−b unionsqTb
⊗ vσ−c
R−c unionsqSc ⊗ vˇ
τ−c
R−c unionsqTc ⊗ v
σ−d
R−d unionsqSd
⊗ vˇτ
−
d
R−d unionsqTd
〉
=
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
∑
R±f ∈Tab(µf)
〈
vσ
+
a
R+a unionsqSa , v
σ−b
R−b unionsqSb
〉〈
v
σ+b
R+b unionsqSb
, vτ
+
a
R+a unionsqTa
〉〈
vτ
−
a
R−a unionsqTa , v
τ+b
R+b unionsqTb
〉
·
〈
v
τ−b
R−b unionsqTb
, vσ
−
c
R−c unionsqSc
〉〈
vσ
+
c
R+c unionsqSc , v
σ−d
R−d unionsqSd
〉〈
v
σ+d
R+d unionsqSd
, vτ
+
c
R+c unionsqTc
〉〈
vτ
−
c
R−c unionsqTc , v
τ+d
R+d unionsqTd
〉〈
v
τ−d
R−d unionsqTd
, vσ
−
a
R−a unionsqSa
〉
.
Since σ±f , τ
±
f ∈ S′v for all f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, the only way the product of matrix coefficients above can
be non-zero is if there is ν ` n−v such that ν ⊂ µf for all f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, and all R+f |≤n−v, R−f |≤n−v
are equal and of shape ν. Also, recall from Section 2.3 that the action of σ ∈ S′v on a tableau of
shape λ ` n depends only on the boxes with numbers from [n− v + 1, n]. This gives〈
Bλ
[
Eλ,a,+µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,+
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,+µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,+
µd,Sd,Td
]
, Eλ,a,−µa,Sa,Ta ⊗ E
λ,b,−
µb,Sb,Tb
⊗ Eλ,c,−µc,Sc,Tc ⊗ E
λ,d,−
µd,Sd,Td
〉
=
∑
ν⊂vλ
dν
dµadµbdµcdµd
∑
r+f ,r
−
f ∈Tab(µf/ν)〈
wσ
+
a
r+a unionsqSa , w
σ−b
r−b unionsqSb
〉
·
〈
w
σ+b
r+b unionsqSb
, wτ
+
a
r+a unionsqTa
〉
·
〈
wτ
−
a
r−a unionsqTa , w
τ+b
r+b unionsqTb
〉
·
〈
w
τ−b
r−b unionsqTb
, wσ
−
c
r−c unionsqSc
〉
·〈
wσ
+
c
r+c unionsqSc , w
σ−d
r−d unionsqSd
〉
·
〈
w
σ+d
r+d unionsqSd
, wτ
+
c
r+c unionsqTc
〉
·
〈
wτ
−
c
r−c unionsqTc , w
τ+d
r+d unionsqTd
〉
·
〈
w
τ−d
r−d unionsqTd
, wσ
−
a
r−a unionsqSa
〉
. (4.16)
Putting (4.15) and (4.16) together yields
Θλ (Y,Jn) =
∑
ν⊂vλ
dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef λ
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
∑
r+f ,r
−
f ∈Tab(µf/ν)
∑
Sf ,Tf∈Tab(λ/µf)〈
wσ
+
a
r+a unionsqSa , w
σ−b
r−b unionsqSb
〉〈
w
σ+b
r+b unionsqSb
, wτ
+
a
r+a unionsqTa
〉〈
wτ
−
a
r−a unionsqTa , w
τ+b
r+b unionsqTb
〉〈
w
τ−b
r−b unionsqTb
, wσ
−
c
r−c unionsqSc
〉
〈
wσ
+
c
r+c unionsqSc , w
σ−d
r−d unionsqSd
〉〈
w
σ+d
r+d unionsqSd
, wτ
+
c
r+c unionsqTc
〉〈
wτ
−
c
r−c unionsqTc , w
τ+d
r+d unionsqTd
〉〈
w
τ−d
r−d unionsqTd
, wσ
−
a
r−a unionsqSa
〉
.
Now, 〈wσ+a
r+a unionsqSa , w
σ−b
r−b unionsqSb
〉 = 〈σ−b (σ+a )−1wr+a unionsqSa , wr−b unionsqSb〉 and so on, and property P4 implies that each
pair Rf1,i1 and Rf2,i1 occurring in the same matrix coefficient above have the elements [n− f+ 1, n]
in the same boxes, if the matrix coefficient is non-zero. This implies that if the product of matrix
coefficients is non-zero then all the Rf,i above have the elements [n− f+ 1, n] in the same boxes and
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there is λ′ ⊂ λ such that µf ⊂ef−f λ′ for all f . Therefore the above is equal to
Θλ (Y,Jn) =
∑
ν⊂v−fλ′⊂fλ
dλ/λ′dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ′
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
∑
r+f ,r
−
f ∈Tab(µf/ν)
∑
sf ,tf∈Tab(λ′/µf)〈
σ−b
(
σ+a
)−1
wr+a unionsqsa , wr−b unionsqsb
〉
·
〈
τ+a
(
σ+b
)−1
wr+b unionsqsb , wr+a unionsqta
〉
·〈
τ+b
(
τ−a
)−1
wr−a unionsqta , wr+b unionsqtb
〉
·
〈
σ−c
(
τ−b
)−1
wr−b unionsqtb , wr−c unionsqsc
〉
·〈
σ−d
(
σ+c
)−1
wr+c unionsqsc , wr−d unionsqsd
〉
·
〈
τ+c
(
σ+d
)−1
wr+d unionsqsd , wr+c unionsqtc
〉
·〈
τ+d
(
τ−c
)−1
wr−c unionsqtc , wr+d unionsqtd
〉
·
〈
σ−a
(
τ−d
)−1
wr−d unionsqtd , wr−a unionsqsa
〉
.
This finishes the proof.
We are now ready to give an exact expression for Eembn (Y ), which is the main result of this §§4.4.
Theorem 4.12. For n ≥ v we have
Eembn (Y ) =
(n!)3
|Xn| ·
(n)v (n)f∏
f (n)ef
Ξn(Y ) (4.17)
where
Ξn(Y )
def
=
∑
ν⊂v−fλ′`n−f
dλ′dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ′
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ′
)
. (4.18)
Remark 4.13. Although the expression (4.18) seems to depend on the choices of σ±f etc. that we
have made already, the relation (4.17) shows that it only depends on Y .
Proof of Theorem 4.12. Recall from (4.6) that Eembn (Y ) = n!(n−v)!
|Xn(Y,Jn)|
|Xn| . Combining this with
Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.11 gives
Eembn (Y ) =
|G+g0G−|
(n− v)! |Xn|
∑
ν⊂v−fλ′⊂fλ`n
dλdλ/λ′dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ′
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ′
)
.
Applying Lemma 2.1 to the summation over λ, for fixed λ′, yields
Eembn (Y ) =
n!|G+g0G−|
(n− v)!(n− f)! |Xn|
∑
ν⊂v−fλ′`n−f
dλ′dν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ′
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ′
)
.
Finally, using Lemma 4.4 for the quantity |G+g0G−| gives the result.
In view of Theorem 4.12, from now on we will not need to refer to the partition λ ` n, but only
to the partitions ν ⊂v−ef µf ⊂ef−f λ′ ` n − f. For ease of notation, from now on we shall abuse
notation and write λ instead of λ′.
Before moving on, we prove that the recently defined functions Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ) are
analytic functions of n−1 when ν, µf , λ each vary in a family of Young diagrams. Recall the notation
λ (n) and T (n) from Section 2.7.
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Lemma 4.14. Still assume that (Y,J ), σ±f and τ±f are all fixed in the sense of Sections 4.4 and
4.6. Suppose that we are given YDs ν ⊂v−f λ and for each f ∈ {a, b, c, d} a YD µf with
ν ⊂v−ef µf ⊂ef−f λ.
There is a function Υ∗ (ν, {µf}, λ, •) that is holomorphic in some open disc in C with center 0 such
that for all n sufficiently large (depending on Y ), λ(n− f), µf (n− ef ), and ν(n− v) all exist and
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν(n− v), {µf (n− ef )} , λ(n− f)
)
= Υ∗
(
ν, {µf}, λ, n−1
)
.
In addition, the coefficients of the Taylor series of Υ∗ (ν, {µf}, λ, •) are in Q.
Furthermore, one has a dual statement: there is a function Υ∗∗
(
νˇ, ˇ{µf}, λˇ, •
)
that is holomor-
phic in some open disc in C with center 0 and such that for n sufficiently large
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ˇν(n− v),
{
ˇµf (n− ef )
}
, ˇλ(n− f)
)
= Υ∗∗
(
νˇ, ˇ{µf}, λˇ, n−1
)
.
In addition, the coefficients of the Taylor series of Υ∗∗(νˇ, ˇ{µf}, λˇ, •) are in Q.
Proof. The proof relies crucially on property P5 of the permutations σ±f , τ
±
f stating that they are
obtained from fixed permutations in Sv. This means that each of the summands
M
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , sf (n− f) , tf (n− f) , r−f (n− ef ) , r+f (n− ef )
})
of
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν(n− v), {µf (n− ef )} , λ(n− f)
)
(cf. (4.13)) agrees with a function of n−1 that is holomorphic in an open disc with center 0 and
with rational coefficients of its Taylor series by Proposition 2.9. Since there are only finitely many
summands in (4.13), this proves the first statement. The second dual statement follows from using
the dual version of Proposition 2.9.
We also give a coarse bound for the quantities Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ); this will be improved
later in Proposition 4.23.
Lemma 4.15. We have∣∣∣Υn ({σ±f , τ±f } , ν, {µf} , λ)∣∣∣ ≤ (dλ/ν)8 ≤ ((v− f)!)8 .
Proof. For fixed ν, {µf}, λ, the range of summation in (4.13) is parameterized 1 : 1 by the 8 tableaux
of the form
r+f unionsq sf , r−f unionsq tf ∈ Tab(λ/ν).
Also, since the matrix coefficients in (4.14) involve unit vectors in a unitary representation, each
summand in (4.14) is ≤ 1 in absolute value. Hence the lemma follows.
4.5 A geometric bound for products of matrix coefficients
We continue to keep all the notations and assumptions of §§4.4. We will show that we can give
improved bounds for the product of matrix coefficients M({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) defined in (4.14) in
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terms of geometric properties of Y . Recall the definitions of the functions top, left, d from §§2.6.
We define
Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
def
= (4.19)
d
(
σ−b
(
σ+a
)−1
top(r+a unionsq sa), top(r−b unionsq sb)
)
+ d
(
τ+a
(
σ+b
)−1
top(r+b unionsq sb), top(r+a unionsq ta)
)
+
d
(
τ+b
(
τ−a
)−1
top(r−a unionsq ta), top(r+b unionsq tb)
)
+ d
(
σ−c
(
τ−b
)−1
top(r−b unionsq tb), top(r−c unionsq sc)
)
+
d
(
σ−d
(
σ+c
)−1
top(r+c unionsq sc), top(r−d unionsq sd)
)
+ d
(
τ+c
(
σ+d
)−1
top(r+d unionsq sd), top(r+c unionsq tc)
)
+
d
(
τ+d
(
τ−c
)−1
top(r−c unionsq tc), top(r+d unionsq td)
)
+ d
(
σ−a
(
τ−d
)−1
top(r−d unionsq td), top(r−a unionsq sa)
)
,
and define Dleft analogously to Dtop with left in place of top. Proposition 2.7 directly implies the
following result.
Lemma 4.16.
1. If λ1 + ν1 > n− f + (v− f)2, then
∣∣∣M({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf})∣∣∣ ≤ ( (v− f)2λ1 + ν1 − (n− f)
)Dtop({σ±f ,τ±f ,r±f ,sf ,tf})
.
2. If λˇ1 + νˇ1 > n− f + (v− f)2, then
∣∣∣M({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf})∣∣∣ ≤ ( (v− f)2λˇ1 + νˇ1 − (n− f)
)Dleft({σ±f ,τ±f ,r±f ,sf ,tf})
.
Remark 4.17. If ν has a fixed bound on the number of boxes outside its first row (resp. column),
and Y is fixed, then the hypothesis of Lemma 4.16 Part 1 (resp. Part 2) is satisfied for sufficiently
large n.
The quantities Dtop({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) and Dleft({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) have a useful interpreta-
tion in terms of the combinatorics of the boundary cycles of Y . To explain this, we construct from
the data {σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf} a labeling of the sides/half-sides of rectangles/half-rectangles in Y (1)+ .
4.6 Construction of labelings of tiled surfaces from collections of tableaux
In this section, we keep all of the notation from the previous sections. In particular, we have
a fixed vertex-labeled compact tiled surface (Y,Jn) with v vertices, ef f -labeled edges for each
f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, and f octagons. We fix the data
ν ` n− v, λ ` n− f
ν ⊂ µf ⊂ef−f λ ∀f ∈ {a, b, c, d}
r+f , r
−
f ∈ Tab(µf/ν), sf , tf ∈ Tab(λ/µf ) ∀f ∈ {a, b, c, d} (4.20)
All this data uniquely determines one summand of Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ) as in (4.14), and hence
also of Ξn(Y ) as in (4.18).
Recall that in §§4.3 we constructed the maps σ±f and τ±f according to numbering in [v− f] of
octagons, of exposed sides of full-edges and of hanging half-edges of Y+. By adding n − v, these
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how the tableaux r−f , r
+
f , sf , tf induce the ‘top’ labeling.
numbers are in [n− v + 1, n− f], give rise to the images of the corresponding vertices of Y through
σ±f , τ
±
f , and are the elements in the tableaux r
±
f , sf , tf . Given these tableaux, we assign a ‘top’
label to the hanging half-edges and exposed sides of full-edges which appear in the top row of the
corresponding tableau. Namely,
• Every exposed left-side (resp. right-side) of an f -full-edge is labeled ‘top’ if the corresponding
element in sf (resp. tf ) lies in the top row
12.
• Every outgoing (resp. incoming) hanging f -half-edge is labeled ‘top’ if the corresponding
element in r−f (resp. r
+
f ) lies in the top row.
This labeling scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.2. There is another, separate, labeling scheme, where
we label exposed sides of full-edges and hanging half-edges analogously to above, but using ‘left’
instead of ‘top’ for the labels, and using the first columns of tableaux instead of their first rows.
The purpose of introducing these ‘top’/‘left’ labelings is the following diagrammatic interpreta-
tion of Dtop and Dleft. We view the boundary ∂Y+ of (the thick version of) Y+ to consist of hanging
half-edges and of exposed sides of full-edges.
Lemma 4.18. The quantity Dtop({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) is half the number of incidences between two
consecutive parts of ∂Y+ among which one is labeled ‘top’ and other one is not. The analogous
result is true for Dleft({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}), replacing the ‘top’ labeling by the ‘left’ labeling.
Proof. This follows simply by careful consideration of the definition (4.19) of Dtop, as the permu-
tations appearing in that definition map the index of one part of ∂Y+ to a neighboring part. For
example, σ−b (σ
+
a )
−1
maps the index on an exposed left-side of an a-full-edge to the neighboring index
which either belongs to an exposed left-side of a b-full-edge or to a hanging outgoing b-half-edge.
12To be sure, the top row in this case is row number one of λ/µf , which may be empty: its length is λ1 − (µf )1.
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The reason for the factor 12 is that for A,B of the same size, d(A,B) is half the size of the
symmetric difference of A and B. While in the definition of Dtop we count differences d (A,B), in
counting switches between ‘top’ parts to ‘non-top’ parts of ∂Y+ and vice-versa, we refer to symmetric
differences.
The proof of the statement about the ‘left’ labeling is essentially the same.
The benefit of Lemma 4.18 is that it allows us to connect the possible properties of Y being
boundary reduced or strongly boundary reduced to non-trivial bounds for matrix coefficients.
A piece of ∂Y+ is a contiguous collection of exposed sides of full-edges and of hanging half-edges.
Given a piece P , we write e(P ) for the number of exposed sides-of-full-edges in P , he(P ) for the
number of hanging half-edges in P , and χ (P ) for the Euler characteristic of P , which may by 0
(if P is a circle) or 1 (if P is topologically a path). A piece collection P of ∂Y+ is a collection of
disjoint pieces of ∂Y+ (without intersection even of endpoints).
Definition 4.19. Define
Defect(P )
def
= e(P )− 3he(P )
and13
max Defect(Y )
def
= max
P6=∅
∑
P∈P
Defect(P )− 8χ(P )
where the maximum is over all nonempty piece collections of ∂Y+.
Lemma 4.20. If Y is boundary reduced, then
max Defect(Y ) ≤ 0. (4.21)
If Y is strongly boundary reduced, then
max Defect(Y ) ≤ −2. (4.22)
Proof. Assume first that Y is boundary reduced. Recall that Y has no long blocks, so no blocks of
size > 4, and no long chains, so between every two blocks of size 4 in the same piece, there must
be either two consecutive hanging edges or one block of size ≤ 2. As a result, for every piece P of
∂Y+ that is a circle, we have Defect(P ) ≤ 0 so Defect(P ) − 8χ(P ) ≤ 0. For every piece P of ∂Y+
that is a path, we have Defect(P ) ≤ 4: this bound is attained for example when P corresponds to
a block of size 4 or to two consecutive blocks of size 4 and 3. Therefore, Defect(P )− 8χ(P ) ≤ −4.
Hence all contributions to max Defect(Y ) are non-positive, and we obtain (4.21).
If Y is strongly boundary reduced, there are no blocks in ∂Y of length > 3, and so every piece
P of ∂Y+ which is a path satisfies Defect(P ) ≤ 3 and Defect(P ) − 8χ(P ) ≤ −5: this bound is
attained when P corresponds to a chain of consecutive blocks of size 3 each. If P is a piece of
∂Y+ that is a circle but not a cyclic chain, then there are two consecutive hanging half-edges and
Defect(P ) = Defect(P )−χ(P ) ≤ −3. If P is a cyclic chain, then by Lemma 3.6 it cannot have only
one block of size 2, so Defect(P ) = Defect(P )− χ(P ) ≤ −2. This proves (4.22).
13For general genus g ≥ 2, the definitions are Defect (P ) = e (P ) − (2g − 1) he (P ) and max Defect (Y ) =
maxP Defect (P )− 4gχ (P ).
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The following result relates the structure of the pieces of ∂Y to the quantities Dtop and Dleft
appearing in our previous bound (Lemma 4.16) for matrix coefficients. Given a skew YD λ/ν, we
write bλ/ν (resp. bˇλ/ν) for the number of boxes of λ/ν outside the first row (resp. first column).
Proposition 4.21. Suppose we are given ν, µf , λ, r
±
f , sf , tf as in (4.20). If bλ/ν > 0, then
14
bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν −Dtop
({
{σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf
})
≤ 1
8
max Defect(Y ).
The same result holds replacing Dtop with Dleft and b• by bˇ•.
Proof. We define a collection of pieces P of ∂Y+ according to the ‘top’ labels: pieces are contiguous
segments of ∂Y+ (hanging half-edges or exposed sides of full edges) which are not labeled ‘top’.
This collection is non-empty if and only if bλ/ν > 0, which holds by assumption. Let P0 denote the
collection of such pieces that are circles, P1 denote the collection of such pieces that are paths, and
P = P0 unionsq P1. It follows from Lemma 4.18 that
Dtop
def
= Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
= |P1| .
Now bλ/ν =
1
8
∑
P∈P [e (P ) + he (P )] because for every f ∈ {a, b, c, d}, every square outside the top
row of λ/ν corresponds either to two hanging half-edges (in case this square belongs to µf/ν), or
to two exposed-sides-of-full-edges (in case this square belongs to λ/µf ). Similarly, bµa/ν + bµb/ν +
bµc/ν + bµd/ν =
1
2
∑
P∈P he (P ). Thus,
bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν −Dtop =
∑
P∈P
(
1
8
(e(P ) + he(P ))− 1
2
he(P )
)
−
∑
P∈P1
1
=
∑
P∈P0
1
8
Defect(P ) +
∑
P∈P1
1
8
(Defect(P )− 8)
=
∑
P∈P
1
8
(Defect(P )− 8χ(P )) ≤ 1
8
max Defect(Y ).
To obtain the dual result concerning Dleft and bˇ•, one considers piece collections induced by ‘left’
labelings as opposed to ‘top’ labelings.
Proposition 4.22. Suppose we are given ν, µf , λ, r
−
f , r
+
f , sf , tf as in (4.20).
1. If Y is boundary reduced,
Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
≥ bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν . (4.23)
2. If Y is strongly boundary reduced, then (4.23) becomes an equality if and only if
Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
= bλ/ν = bµa/ν = bµb/ν = bµc/ν = bµd/ν = 0. (4.24)
Otherwise,
Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
≥ bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν + 1 (4.25)
14For general g ≥ 2 the bound is 1
4g
max Defect (Y ).
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3. The same results hold replacing Dtop with Dleft and b• by bˇ•.
Proof. Note that for any Y , if bλ/ν = 0 then Dtop({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) = bµa/ν = bµb/ν = bµc/ν =
bµd/ν = 0. Otherwise, Proposition 4.21 applies, and we obtain the statement of the proposition by
combining Proposition 4.21 with the inequalities (4.21) and (4.22). To obtain (4.25) from (4.22)
(instead of a bound featuring 14), one uses that all b• quantities and Dtop({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}) are
integer valued.
Proposition 4.22 together with Lemma 4.18 have the following important consequence for the
quantities Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ).
Proposition 4.23. Suppose that ν, {µf}, λ are as in (4.20), and that λ1 + ν1 > n− f + (v− f)2.
1. If Y is boundary reduced, then
∣∣∣Υn ({σ±f , τ±f } , ν, {µf}, λ)∣∣∣ ≤ ((v− f)!)8( (v− f)2ν1 + λ1 − (n− f)
)bλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν
.
(4.26)
The same bound holds for
∣∣∣Υn ({σ±f , τ±f } , νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ)∣∣∣.
2. If Y is strongly boundary reduced and bλ/ν > 0, then
∣∣∣Υn ({σ±f , τ±f } , ν, {µf}, λ)∣∣∣ ≤ ((v− f)!)8( (v− f)2ν1 + λ1 − (n− f)
)1+bλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν
.
(4.27)
The same bound holds for
∣∣∣Υn ({σ±f , τ±f } , νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ)∣∣∣.
3. For any Y , if bλ/ν = 0, then
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ
)
= Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ
)
= 1.
Proof. Part 1. Suppose that Y is boundary reduced. As argued in the proof of 4.15, there are
at most (dλ/ν)
8 ≤ ((v − f)!)8 summands in the definition (4.13) of Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ). Each
summand is some M({σ±f , τ±f , r±f , sf , tf}), so by Lemma 4.16 and Proposition 4.22 Part 1, we get
that each summand of (4.13) has absolute value
≤
(
(v− f)2
ν1 + λ1 − (n− f)
)bλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν
.
This proves (4.26). The bound for Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ) is proved in the same way, using the
second part of Lemma 4.16 and the results for Dleft from Proposition 4.22 instead of those for Dtop.
Part 2. Suppose now that Y is strongly boundary reduced and that bλ/ν > 0. This time, Lemma
4.16 and Proposition 4.22 give that each summand of Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ) in (4.13) has absolute
value
≤
(
(v− f)2
ν1 + λ1 − (n− f)
)1+bλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν
.
As in Part 1, there are ≤ ((v − f)!)8 summands of (4.13), so this proves (4.27). The bound for
Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ) is proved analogously, as in Part 1.
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Part 3. Suppose that bλ/ν = 0. Then there is only one possible choice for the tableaux
r−f , r
+
f , sf , tf in (4.13). Moreover, V
λ/ν is the trivial module for the relevant copy of Sv−f, hence the
product of matrix coefficients appearing in (4.14) is equal to 1, and Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, ν, {µf}, λ) = 1.
For Υn({σ±f , τ±f }, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ), there is still only one choice of r−f , r+f , sf , tf , but this time, V λˇ/νˇ
is the sign module. From (4.13) and (4.14), we obtain
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ
)
= sign
(
σ−b
(
σ+a
)−1)
sign
(
τ+a
(
σ+b
)−1)
sign
(
τ+b
(
τ−a
)−1)
sign
(
σ−c
(
τ−b
)−1) ·
· sign
(
σ−d
(
σ+c
)−1)
sign
(
τ+c
(
σ+d
)−1)
sign
(
τ+d
(
τ−c
)−1)
sign
(
σ−a
(
τ−d
)−1)
.
Although these signs are calculated by viewing τ+a etc as elements of a copy of Sv−f, they can also
be calculated in Sn. We can then use that by property P2, we have (τ
+
f )
−1τ−f = (σ
+
f )
−1σ−f = g
f
0
and hence
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, νˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ
)
= sign(1) = 1.
This concludes the proof of Part 3.
4.7 Stronger bounds for matrix coefficients
In this section we give a strengthening of Proposition 4.21 that is used in a sequel to this paper
[MNP20]. A reader who is only interested in the current paper may skip this short §§4.7.
Proposition 4.24. Suppose we are given Young diagrams ν ` n− v, λ ` n− f, and µf such that
ν ⊂ µf ⊂ef−f λ, ∀f ∈ {a, b, c, d},
and tableaux r+f , r
−
f ∈ Tab(µf/ν) and sf , tf ∈ Tab(λ/µf ). Fix ε ≥ 0 and suppose in addition that
for every piece P of ∂Y we have
Defect(P )− 4χ(P ) ≤ −ε (e(P ) + he(P )) .
Then
bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν −Dtop
({
σ±f , τ
±
f , r
±
f , sf , tf
})
≤ −εbλ/ν .
The same result holds replacing Dtop with Dleft and b• by bˇ•.
Proof. We follow the same construction of a piece collection P as in the proof of Proposition 4.21.
This leads to
bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν −Dtop =
1
8
∑
P∈P
Defect(P )− 8χ(P ) ≤ 1
8
∑
P∈P
Defect(P )− 4χ(P )
≤ −ε
8
∑
P∈P
(e(P ) + he(P )) = −εbλ/ν ,
as required. The inequality concerning Dleft and bˇ• is analogous.
4.8 Approximating Ξn(Y ) by Laurent polynomials
In this section we keep all the notations and assumptions of §§4.4. We want to show that we can
replace the summation over ν, µf , and λ given the definition of Ξn (Y ) in (4.18) by a sum of finite
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size, independent of n, at the cost of a controllable error term. To state this precisely, recalling the
definition of Λ(n, b) from §§2.7, and letting b ∈ N, we introduce the quantity
Ξ(b)n (Y )
def
=
∑
ν⊂v−fλ`n−f
ν /∈Λ(n−v,b)
dλdν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υn
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ
)
. (4.28)
In this summation, we restrict to ν that have less than b boxes either outside the first row or
outside the first column. Note that whereas Ξn (Y ) does not depend on any of the choices of g
0
and numberings we made in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 (see Remark 4.13), Ξ
(b)
n (Y ) may depend on these
choices.
Lemma 4.25. For a fixed tiled surface Y and b ∈ N, for any vertex-ordering J of Y as above, we
have
Ξn(Y ) = Ξ
(b)
n (Y ) +O
(
nv−f−2b
)
as n→∞. The implied constant depends on b, v, and f.
Proof. Note that dµf ≥ dν , and for fixed ν and λ the number of µf with ν ⊂ µf ⊂ef−f λ is ≤ (v− f)!
(there is an injection from the collection of such µf to Tab(λ/ν) by filling the boxes of µf/ν with
[n− v + 1, n− ef ] and the other boxes of λ/ν arbitrarily). Using these observations together with
Lemma 4.15 we obtain
∣∣∣Ξn(Y )− Ξ(b)n (Y )∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
ν⊂v−fλ`n−f
ν∈Λ(n−v,b)
dλdν
∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ
1
dµadµbdµcdµd
Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ((v− f)!)12
∑
ν⊂v−fλ`n−f
ν∈Λ(n−v,b)
dλ
d3ν
.
By Lemma 2.1, for a fixed ν ` n− v, we have
∑
λ: ν⊂v−fλ
dλ ≤
∑
λ:ν⊂v−fλ
dλdλ/ν =
(n− f)!
(n− v)!dν .
Therefore, by Proposition 2.8,∣∣∣Ξn(Y )− Ξ(b)n (Y )∣∣∣ ≤ ((v− f)!)12 (n− f)!(n− v)! ∑
ν∈Λ(n−v,b)
1
d2ν
= Ob,v,f
(
nv−f−2b
)
.
Proposition 4.26. For any M ∈ N, there is a Laurent polynomial Ξ∗M (Y ) ∈ Q
[
t, t−1
]
such that
as n→∞
Ξn(Y ) = Ξ
∗
M (Y )[n] +O
(
n−M
)
.
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Proof. Let b =
⌈
v−f+M
2
⌉
. Then Lemma 4.25 yields that as n→∞,
Ξn (Y ) = Ξ
(b)
n (Y ) +O
(
n−M
)
. (4.29)
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.11, we note that for n − v > 2b, the collection of ν ` n − v
such that ν /∈ Λ(n − v, b) is the disjoint union of Λbλ<b(n − v) = {ν ` n− v | ν1 > n− v− b} and
the dual partitions {νˇ | ν ∈ Λbλ<b (n− v)}. Because each µf and λ in (4.28) extend ν by a fixed
number of boxes, there is a finite number ` of tuples of YDs(
νi, µia, µ
i
b, µ
i
c, µ
i
d, λ
i
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ `
with νi ∈ Λbλ<b(2b) such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and f ∈ {a, b, c, d}
νi ⊂v−ef µif ⊂ef−f λi.
Thus (4.28) can be rewritten as
Ξ(b)n (Y ) =
∑`
i=1
dλi(n−f)dνi(n−v)
dµia(n−ea)dµib(n−eb)dµic(n−ec)dµid(n−ed)
·
[
Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, νi(n− v),{µif (n− ef )} , λi(n− f))
+Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ˇνi(n− v),
{
ˇµif (n− ef )
}
, ˇλi(n− f)
)]
.
For each i, the ratio of dimensions above agrees with a rational function Qi(n) ∈ Q(n) of n (at least
when n− v ≥ 2b) by Lemma 2.10. Combining this with Lemma 4.14 gives that
Ξ(b)n (Y ) =
∑`
i=1
Qi(n)
[
Υ∗
(
νi,
{
µif
}
, λi, n−1
)
+ Υ∗∗
(
νˇi,
{
µˇif
}
, λˇi, n−1
)]
agrees with F (n−1), where F is a function of a complex variable z that is meromorphic in an open
disc with center 0, and with coefficients of its Laurent series in Q. Hence F (n−1) itself can be
approximated to order O(n−M ) as n→∞ by a Laurent polynomial in n with coefficients in Q.
4.9 Estimating Ξn(Y )
In this §§4.9 we give estimates for Ξn(Y ) for fixed Y which is boundary reduced or strongly boundary
reduced.
Proposition 4.27. If Y is a boundary reduced tiled surface then as n→∞,
Ξn(Y ) = OY (1).
Proof. By Proposition 4.25 there is some b = b(Y ) such that
Ξn(Y ) = Ξ
(b)
n (Y ) +OY
(
n−1
)
.
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As before, let bλ
def
= |λ| − λ1. As in the proof of Proposition 4.26, for n− v > 2b we can write
Ξ(b)n (Y ) =
∑
ν ` n− v : bν < b
ν ⊂v−ef µf ⊂ef−f λ
dλdν
dµadµbdµcdµd
[
Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ
)
+ Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, vˇ, {µˇf} , λˇ
)]
.
(4.30)
Note that in (4.30), each of
λ/ν, µa/ν, µb/ν, µc/ν, µd/ν
has ≤ v− f boxes outside their first row, so Lemma 2.6 implies that
dλdν
dµadµbdµcdµd
Y 1
d 2ν
nbλ−bµa−bµb−bµc−bµd+3bν =
1
d 2ν
nbλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν , (4.31)
(recall the notation from §§1.6). Since all λ, ν in the sum (4.30) have a bounded number of boxes
outside their first row, depending on Y , for sufficiently large n, the condition λ1+ν1 > n−f+(v−f)2
of Proposition 4.23 is met for large n. Hence by Proposition 4.23 Part 1,
∣∣∣Ξ(b)n (Y )∣∣∣Y ∑
ν`n−v : bν<b
1
d2ν
 ∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ
(
n · (v− f)
2
λ1 + ν1 − (n− f)
)bλ/ν−bµa/ν−bµb/ν−bµc/ν−bµd/ν
Y
∑
ν`n−v : bν<b
1
d2ν
 ∑
ν⊂µf⊂ef−fλ
1
Y ∑
ν`n−v : bν<b
1
d2ν
≤ ζSn−v (2) = 2 +O
(
1
n2
)
,
where the second asymptotic inequality follows as n · (v−f)2λ1+ν1−(n−f)  1 uniformly over all ν, λ in play,
and bλ/ν − bµa/ν − bµb/ν − bµc/ν − bµd/ν is bounded from above by a constant, the third asymptotic
inequality follows as the number of YDs that extend a given ν by at most v boxes is bounded
independently of n, and the last asymptotic inequality follows by Proposition 2.8 with b = 1.
If Y is strongly boundary reduced then we get a finer estimate.
Proposition 4.28. If Y is a strongly boundary reduced tiled surface then as n→∞,
Ξn(Y ) = 2 +OY
(
n−1
)
. (4.32)
Proof. We begin as in the proof of Proposition 4.27 by choosing b(Y ) such that Ξn(Y ) = Ξ
(b)
n (Y ) +
OY (n
−1) and (4.30) holds. It now suffices to prove the proposition with Ξn(Y ) replaced with
Ξ
(b)
n (Y ).
There are summands of (4.30) corresponding to λ/ν having all boxes in the first row. By
Proposition 4.23 Part 3, each of these summands contributes 2 · dλdνdµadµbdµcdµd to Ξ
(b)
n , but in this case
ν, µf , λ all belong to the same family of YDs, so this contribution is
2
d2ν
(
1 +O
(
n−1
))
. As there is
one of these summands for each ν ` n− v with bν < b, together these contribute
2
(
1 +O
(
1
n
)) ∑
ν`n−v : bν<b
1
d2ν
= 2 +O
(
1
n
)
(4.33)
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by Lemma 2.10. The constant term 2 appearing in (4.33) is the main term of (4.32).
For any other summand of (4.30) bλ/ν > 0, and so by Proposition 4.23 Part 2 combined with
(4.31),
dλdν
dµadµbdµcdµd
[
Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, ν, {µf}, λ
)
+ Υ
({
σ±f , τ
±
f
}
, vˇ, {µˇf}, λˇ
)]
Y 1
d2ν
· 1
n
,
so as argued in the proof of Proposition 4.27, the total contribution of these summands is OY
(
n−1
)
.
Hence
Ξ(b)n (Y ) = 2 +OY
(
1
n
)
.
5 Proofs of main theorems
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1 and its extension to finitely generated subgroups
We give the proof when g = 2; the extension to other g ≥ 2 is clear. We are given a finitely
generated subgroup J ≤ Γ = Γ2 and M ∈ N and we wish to show that En[fixJ ] def= E2,n[fixJ ] can be
approximated to order O(n−M ) by a Laurent polynomial of n with rational coefficients. Given this,
the trivial bound En[fixJ ] ≤ n implies that the Laurent polynomial takes the form (1.1). The fact
that the ai(J) do not depend on M is clear. By setting J = 〈γ〉 we obtain Theorem 1.1 from this.
By Corollary 3.22, we have
En [fixJ ] = En (Core(J)) . (5.1)
Now let R be any finite resolution of Core(J); by Theorem 3.29 at least one exists.
Each element of this resolution is a morphism h : Core(J) → Wh of tiled surfaces. By Lemma
3.24
En(Core(J)) =
∑
h∈R
Eembn (Wh) .
Now using Theorem 4.12 for each of the terms Eembn (Wh) gives
En [fixJ ] =
(n!)3
|Xn|
∑
h∈R
(n)v(Wh) (n)f(Wh)∏
f∈{a,b,c,d} (n)ef (Wh)
Ξn (Wh)
where v(Wh), ef (Wh), f(Wh) are the number of vertices, f -labeled edges (f ∈ {a, b, c, d}), and
octagons, respectively, of Wh. Also recall the definition of Ξn from Theorem 4.12. By (1.2),
|Xn| = (n!)3 · ζSn (2), and so
En [fixJ ] =
1
ζSn(2)
∑
h∈R
(n)v(Wh)(n)f(Wh)∏
f∈{a,b,c,d}(n)ef (Wh)
Ξn (Wh) . (5.2)
Now we note:
• By Corollary 2.12, there is a polynomial Q2,M ∈ Z[t] with 1ζSn (2) = 12Q2,M
(
n−1
)
+O
(
n−M
)
.
• For any fixed ` ≥ 0, both (n)` and (n)−1` agree with Laurent polynomials of n with Q-
coefficients up to order O(n−M ) as n→∞.
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• By Proposition 4.26, there is a Laurent polynomial Ξ∗M (Wh) ∈ Q[t, t−1] such that Ξn(Wh) =
Ξ∗M (Wh)[n] +O(n
−M ) as n→∞.
Hence all terms in (5.2) can be approximated by Laurent polynomials of n with rational coefficients
to order O(n−M ) as n→∞. This proves Theorem 1.1. 
5.2 Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
Again, we give the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 when g = 2. Given a finitely generated subgroup
J ≤ Γ = Γ2 let χmax(J) be as in (1.3). We can assume J is non-trivial since Theorem 1.3 is obvious
in this case (as is Theorem 1.2 when γ is the identity).
Let R = R(Core(J), χmax(J)) be the resolution of Core(J) defined in Definition 3.28, certified
to be a resolution by Theorem 3.29. Let Rmax(γ) (resp. R<max(γ)) be the morphisms h : Core(J)→
Wh of R with χ(Wh) = χmax(J) (resp. χ(Wh) < χmax(J)), so
R = Rmax unionsqR<max.
By Theorem 3.29 all elements of Rmax are strongly boundary reduced and all elements of R are
boundary reduced. Repeating the argument of §§5.1 we obtain (5.2) again.
Now we observe:
• By Proposition 2.8 with b = 1, ζSn(2) = 2 +O(n−2) as n→∞.
• For each h : Core(J)→Wh ∈ R, the ratio of Pochhammer symbols satisfies as n→∞
(n)v(Wh)(n)f(Wh)∏
f∈{a,b,c,d}(n)ef (Wh)
= nχ(Wh) +O
(
nχ(Wh)−1
)
. (5.3)
• By Proposition 4.28, for each h : Core(J)→Wh ∈ Rmax we have Ξn (Wh) = 2 +OWh
(
n−1
)
.
• By Proposition 4.27, for each h : Core(J)→Wh ∈ R<max we have Ξn (Wh) = OWh(1).
Hence from (5.2),
En[fixJ ] =
1
ζSn(2)
 ∑
h∈Rmax
nχmax(J)
(
1 +O
(
n−1
)) · (2 +O (n−1))+ ∑
h∈R<max
O
(
nχmax(J)−1
)
·O(1)

=
1
2 +O (n−2)
[
2 · |Rmax| · nχmax(J) +O
(
nχmax(J)−1
)]
= |Rmax| · nχmax(J) +O
(
nχmax(J)−1
)
,
where all implied constants depend on J . By Proposition 3.30, |Rmax| = |MOG(J)| which proves
Theorem 1.3.
Finally, if J = 〈γ〉, and q is maximal such that γ = γ q0 for some γ0 ∈ Γ, then Corollary 3.32
tells us that |Rmax| = d(q). This proves Theorem 1.2. 
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